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AWARENESS OF AGE-RELATED CHANGE (AARC): MEASUREMENT, CONCEPTUAL 
STATUS, AND ROLE FOR PROMOTING SUCCESSFUL AGING  
 
 
Recent renewed interest has arisen regarding the ways in which individuals experience 
the process of growing older, an area of research known as subjective aging. A growing body of 
research shows a consistent pattern of results in which subjective aging exerts wide-reaching and 
consequential influence on both physical functioning as well as psychological well-being in later 
life. Historically, research has relied on simplistic, unidimensional measures, that while quite 
predictive of developmental outcomes, are somewhat of a ‘black box’ in that it is not understood 
exactly what information people rely on to make them. Therefore, the construct awareness of 
age-related change (AARC) was developed to yield insight into the specific behavioral domains 
in which aging experiences are noticed. Given the need for such a construct in the literature, the 
manuscript in Chapter 2 focuses on the development of a reliable and valid assessment tool to 
measure awareness of age-related change (AARC). Not only is such a construct more 
representative of leading theories in adult development and aging, it is also vital for 
understanding how people experience aging in different life domains. Therefore, the manuscript 
in Chapter 3 will explore how AARC is similar to and distinct from existing subjective aging 
constructs, and also how it is related to important physical and psychological outcome variables. 
Chapter 4 then extends the current state of research regarding subjective aging, which has largely 
been observational in nature, and attends to the issues of intervention design: Given the 




following questions: 1) Can more realistic and positive attitudes toward aging be promoted 
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The course of human aging, albeit fundamentally biological in nature, is not solely 
determined by physiological and genetic processes. Instead, a multitude of biological, 
psychological, environmental, and social forces interact throughout the entire lifespan to shape 
the course of adult development and aging. These outcomes include, but are not limited to, a 
person’s physical health, functional status, psychological well-being, and longevity. The way 
individuals perceive, interpret and experience their aging process and their chronological age is 
one psychological force that undeniably influences the aging trajectory (Westerhof et al., 2014). 
Known broadly as ubjective aging, extensive empirical evidence demonstrates that individuals 
who hold negative attitudes and expectations about aging are at higher risk for developing a host 
of negative outcomes in later life. To name a few, negative subjective aging is empirically linked 
to poorer physical and cognitive functioning (Levy, Slade, & Kasl, 2002; Robertson, King-
Kallimanis, & Kenny, 2016; Robertson, Savva, King-Kallimanis, & Kenny, 2015), higher risk of 
acute medical problems, including cardiovascular events, falls, and hospitalizations (Levy, Slade, 
Chung, & Gill, 2015; Levy, Zonderman, Slade, & Ferrucci, 2009; Moser, Spagnoli, & Santos-
Eggimann, 2011), Alzheimer’s-like neuropathology (Levy et al., 2016), and shorter longevity by 
7.5 years on average (Levy, Slade, Kunkel, & Kasl, 2002). Taken together, these studies are part 
of a growing body of evidence that demonstrates an undeniable link between the way in which 
individuals perceive age and aging, and the developmental trajectories and outcomes they may 




The potential role that subjective aging plays in shaping aging trajectories is quite 
relevant, given the accumulating evidence of the possibilities of developmental plasticity 
throughout adulthood. Empirical support for the heterogeneity of aging continues to emerge, and 
the possibility of remaining quite healthy until very advanced ages is more and more a reality 
(Kotter-Grühn, Kleinspehn-Ammerlahn, Gerstorf, & Smith, 2009; Lowsky, Olshansky, 
Bhattacharya, & Goldman, 2014). Such evidence provides support for the exploration of the 
behavioral, cultural and social factors that may help to alter the course of aging for the better. As 
has already been said a decade ago, “one of the most striking changes in the aging paradigm 
since the mid-1960s is the recognition of both individual differences and plasticity in the aging 
process” (Aldwin, Spiro, & Park, 2006, p. 85). Explanations for the increasing heterogeneity 
seen in aging include a host of behavioral and psychological factors which can accelerate the 
biological aging process (e.g., obesity, smoking and stress), as well as those that may slow the 
process, including exercise, social support and control beliefs (Aldwin et al., 2006). And, 
although the role of biopsychosocial influences on aging is acknowledged by researchers, it is 
much less-well understood by the general public, who largely view aging as completely negative 
and beyond any sort of control (Lindland, Fond, Haydon, & Kendall-Taylor, 2015).  
In light of the accumulating evidence which suggests a high degree of plasticity in adult 
development, then, efforts are needed to understand and address the psychosocial influences that 
have the potential to shape the aging trajectory. This dissertation provides an in-depth 
exploration of subjective aging as one psychological factor that shapes the course of aging. In 
particular, the three manuscripts comprising the dissertation focus primarily on a new construct 
awareness of age-related change (AARC; Diehl & Wahl, 2010), which represents a tool that can 




later health and well-being. Furthermore, AARC affords the opportunity to capitalize on health 
promotion throughout adulthood by fostering individual involvement in the promotion of health 
and healthy aging throughout the lifespan. The dissertation manuscripts build upon the existing 
theoretical foundation of AARC with an empirical investigation of several yet unanswered 
questions in the subjective aging literature. Each manuscript addresses a distinct set of research 
questions that were designed to contribute to the understanding of how subjective aging is 
associated with health and well-being, and how subjective aging may be targeted for the purpose 
of health promotion throughout adulthood. 
 The following paragraphs provide an introduction of the AARC construct and describe 
how it complements and extends the existing subjective aging research. A detailed review of the 
literature connecting subjective aging and developmental outcomes is presented next, providing 
the foundational context for the three manuscripts included in the dissertation. Then, the 
potential for AARC to serve as a motivational process is examined, with particular emphasis on 
identifying ways in which it can be utilized to foster health promotion throughout adulthood. A 
review of mechanisms by which subjective aging is linked to health and well-being in later life is 
presented, and two candidate mechanisms for targeting through intervention are identified. 
Finally, the introductory chapter concludes with a list of open research questions regarding 
AARC which are addressed empirically in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.  
AARC and its Potential Contributions to Subjective Aging Research 
An Overview of Subjective Aging Research 
Research about subjective aging is concerned with the idea that adults of all ages hold 
certain expectations and attitudes about growing older, and that the study of such attitudes has 




1960’s and 1970’s by pioneers in the field such as Bernice Neugarten (Neugarten, 1968, 1979), 
Robert Kastenbaum (Kastenbaum, Derbin, Sabatini, & Artt, 1972), and Powell Lawton (Lawton, 
1975). The early work of these scholars was concerned with making a case for the importance of 
considering individuals’ perceived experiences of aging. For instance, Neugarten described 
tendencies for increased reflection about aging during mid-life: “the stock-taking, the heightened 
introspection, and above all, the structuring and restructuring of experience – that is the 
conscious processing of new information in the light of what one has already learned” 
(Neugarten, 1968, p. 98). She then noted that such introspection was utilized by successful 
middle-aged adults for pursuing and achieving their life goals (Neugarten, 1968).  
Early work by subjective aging scholars also represents the first attempts to 
operationalize and quantify the perceived experience of aging, in order to allow for its empirical 
evaluation. Wrestling with the early formulations of a construct to measure subjective aging, 
Kastenbaum noted that, “There are neither suitable concepts nor techniques available for the 
experimental induction and modification of aging in the psychosocial sphere” (Kastenbaum et 
al., 1972, p. 198). Like Neugarten, Kastenbaum too saw value in understanding the perceived 
experiences of aging, and he engaged in efforts to fill the existing gap at the time in finding 
effective ways of studying this yet-uncharted territory. Similar to Neugarten and Kastenbaum, 
Lawton also wrestled with ideas on how to best capture subjective aging. His approach was to 
identify several domains of “morale” among older adults, including aging satisfaction, along 
with negative mood and loneliness (Lawton, 1975). As these three examples demonstrate, early 
efforts in subjective aging were focused on making the case for the importance of considering 




Early subjective aging constructs. Products of early subjective aging research include 
two constructs which became quite widely used, f lt age and attitudes toward own aging. A brief 
review of these constructs follows here by way of introduction, because both are important 
features of the three dissertation manuscripts. For an in-depth review of these and other 
subjective aging constructs, see Diehl, Wahl et al. (2014).  
Felt age. Kastenbaum’s efforts to operationalize subjective aging resulted in the construct 
felt age, which captures subjective aging in one seemingly simple – yet powerful – question: 
How old do you feel? (Barrett, 2005). His aim in studying felt age was to complement and 
inform other measures of age, such as chronological age, biological age, and functional age. The 
now-substantial body of literature examining felt age documents a quite impressive predictive 
association with a host of relevant outcomes, including memory, walking function, psychological 
well-being, and coping responses to cancer, among others (Boehmer, 2007; Kleinspehn-
Ammerlahn, Kotter-Grühn, & Smith, 2008; Montepare, 2009; Westerhof & Barrett, 2005). 
Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest that felt age is more informative than chronological age 
per se for describing a person’s developmental stage (Barrett, 2003), as it is often a stronger 
predictive abilities of survival compared to objective health status (Markides & Pappas, 1982). 
Research on felt age has shown that most adults report feeling younger than their chronological 
age, by an average of 20% (Rubin & Berntsen, 2006), and that feeling younger than one’s age is 
associated with positive indicators of health and well-being (Kleinspehn-Ammerlahn et al., 2008; 
Stephan, Chalabaev, Kotter-Grühn, & Jaconelli, 2013).  
Attitudes toward own aging. Another early construct that has received widespread 
attention in the subjective aging literature is attitudes toward own aging (Lawton, 1975), 




refers to an individual’s global evaluation of his or her own aging process. It is commonly 
assessed with the attitudes toward own aging (ATOA) scale, a 5-item subscale of the 
Philadelphia Geriatric Center Morale Scale (Lawton, 1975). The ATOA scale uses dichotomous 
statements about how respondents evaluate their current life situation compared to younger 
years. For example, whether life is better/worse now, or whether they feel less useful now 
(yes/no). The brief and simple structure of the ATOA scale has resulted in its wide incorporation 
into large-scale epidemiological studies the world over, such as the Ohio Longitudinal Study of 
Aging and Retirement, the Interdisciplinary Longitudinal Study of Adult Development in 
Germany, and the Australian Longitudinal Study of Aging. The predictive ability of the ATOA 
scale is striking, as it consistently shows statistically and substantively meaningful associations 
with a host of outcomes, including physical function and longevity (Levy, Slade, & Kasl, 2002; 
Miche, Elsässer, Schilling, & Wahl, 2014; Sargent-Cox, Anstey, & Luszcz, 2014).  
Advancing the early research on subjective aging. Early work in subjective aging, 
such as that described above, catalyzed a movement exploring the associations between 
subjective and objective indicators of aging throughout the next half-century. With the exception 
of a brief lull in the 1980’s and early 1990’s (reasons for which are postulated by Diehl, Wahl, 
Brothers, & Miche, 2015), research attention continues to thrive at a rapid rate today across 
many research groups from multiple countries and continents (e.g., Kleinspehn-Ammerlahn et 
al., 2008; Kotter-Grühn et al., 2009; Wurm, Tesch-Römer, & Tomasik, 2007). This renaissance 
of subjective aging research has contributed to a substantial and compelling body of evidence, 
demonstrating the influence of subjective aging on later life outcomes.  
Limitations of the early subjective aging constructs. The early constructs of felt age and 




aging and its relevance for developmental outcomes. However, there are several significant 
limitations inherent in these existing subjective aging constructs, and perhaps it is the case that 
several decades of reliance on them has stymied the development of more elaborated and 
theoretically-grounded measures. One limitation in the field is that there has been a lack of 
cohesion and conceptual distinction among existing subjective agingconstructs (Diehl, Wahl et 
al., 2014). Although several constructs have been put forth, none have a highly elaborated 
theoretical or conceptual background, and the association or unique contributions of each have 
not yet been examined.  
A second limitation is that there is a reliance primarily on the global and unidimensional 
assessment of subjective aging without explicit acknowledgement that individuals’ subjective 
aging experiences certainly vary across different life and behavioral domains. For instance, the 
experience of aging may differ quite drastically depending on the area of life in question: Aging 
experiences in the family realm may be quite different than those in the physical or work-related 
realms. Interestingly, Kastenbaum originally conceptualized felt age as one of several facets of a 
broader term personal age (e.g. the age a person acts, the age a person is perceived to be by 
others, etc.), although the majority of research has relied on felt age as a stand-alone 
unidimensional measure.  
Third, the unidirectional nature of existing subjective aging constructs fails to recognize a 
major principle of life-span developmental theory in which age-related gains and losses occur 
simultaneously. Existing constructs position evaluations about positive and negative subjective 
aging on the same continuum, which does not allow for the capture of simultaneous gains and 
losses. A classic example that such a scale would not be able to capture is the potential gain in 




comes from a sudden loss of physical ability, say for instance, the ability to drive a car. In sum, 
limitations in the existing subjective aging literature have been recognized as areas for future 
development in a field that has become somewhat stagnant. If addressed, this can help to 
advance the understanding and assessment of subjective aging.  
Emergence of Awareness of Age-Related Change (AARC) as an Elaborated Subjective 
Aging Construct 
In response to many of the limitations described above, the AARC construct was 
introduced as a novel approach to conceptualizing (and eventually measuring) subjective aging. 
First articulated in a theoretical sense (Diehl & Wahl, 2010), AARC was developed as a 
multidimensional and multidirectional approach for understanding the specific psychological and 
behavioral situations that make individuals aware of their age. It arose from the issue that earlier 
subjective aging measures were a “black box” in that it was not well understood what went really 
into those rather simple ratings. That is, AARC tried to address the following question: What do 
individuals take into account when thinking about how old they feel or when they consider 
whether aging has been better or worse than they expected? Therefore, AARC was 
conceptualized as a way to “unpack” what may be captured by the global ratings, such as felt age 
or ATOA. In this way, the assessment of AARC was expected to contribute new information to 
the understanding of subjective aging by illuminating the explicit behavioral experiences that 
build the foundation for subjective aging ratings. 
AARC represents self-knowledge of the aging self. At its essence, AARC is a form of 
tacit self-knowledge about a person’s own aging experience, which becomes integrated into a 
person’s self-concept as an essential aspect of the aging self and aging identity (Diehl & 




daily experiences and self-observations, including the feedback from and interactions with 
others. Some of the earliest work investigating AARC showed that the awareness of age-related 
experiences occurred at a fairly regular base rate, reported by participants on approximately half 
(48%) of the 15 days included in a daily experience sampling study (Miche, Wahl, et al., 2014). 
This particular finding that individuals notice and interpret age-related experiences almost every-
other-day, suggests that AARC is an ongoing process of accumulating and interpreting new 
information about the aging self. Up to this point, such self-knowledge about aging has remained 
untapped by existing constructs and measures in the subjective aging literature, and much 
remains to be understood about this construct, given its frequent occurrence in daily life. 
AARC is multidimensional and multidirectional. Taking a multidirectional and 
multidimensional approach, the concept of AARC incorporates both positive and negative 
subjective experiences of aging in five hypothesized life domains: health and physical 
functioning, cognitive functioning, interpersonal relationships, socio-cognitive and socio-
emotional functioning, and lifestyle/engagement. The theorized behavioral domains capture, at 
face value, many different aging experiences. However, whether these theorized domains are 
confirmed with empirical research, or whether a slightly different array of behavioral domains 
may emerge remains to be known. In addition to the behavioral domains, AARC captures 
experiences of both positive and negative valences, referred to as AARC-Gains and AARC-
Losses, respectively. Because of the focus on different life domains, and on both positive and 
negative changes, it is expected that the assessment of AARC will allow for a greater 
understanding of the specific everyday situations and life events that make people aware of their 




specific information will help to unpack the information individuals tend to draw on to derive 
their global ratings of age or aging. 
 To summarize, AARC is comprised of both positive and negative age-related changes 
across multiple behavioral domains, and represents explicit self-knowledge about aging that 
develops and changes throughout the adult years. Its introduction into the study of subjective 
aging requires that we pay attention to the specific experiences individuals notice about their 
own aging and how they cognitively represent these age-related experiences. AARC represents a 
valuable contribution to the literature because it has the potential to advance the understanding of 
connections between subjective aging and health and well-being.  
The Relevance of AARC for Health and Well-Being 
A rich history of empirical research demonstrates the association between subjective 
aging and developmental outcomes. However, much of this work has relied on primarily global 
ratings of subjective aging. Therefore, it is expected that the utility of an AARC questionnaire, as 
a more elaborated multidimensional tool, will further our understanding regarding the link 
between subjective aging and later health and well-being.  
Empirical Associations between Subjective Aging and Health and Well-Being 
There is now solid evidence that perceptions about aging exert tangible influences on 
later health and well-being (e.g., Westerhof et al., 2014; Levy, 2009; Levy et al., 2016; Meisner, 
2012). Holding negative views of subjective aging is linked to a host of detrimental indicators of 
health and well-being, whereas positive views of subjective aging predict, in general, positive 
outcomes (Meisner, 2012). The following paragraphs provide a review of the decades of 
experimental and quasi-experimental research supporting this conclusion. Building on early 




approaches have grown increasingly sophisticated in recent years. The studies reviewed here 
include controlled experiments, quasi-experimental studies using nationally representative 
datasets, and prospective longitudinal studies applying advanced statistical modeling.  
Experimental evidence. A growing body of experimental evidence has used priming 
techniques to examine age stereotypes, which represent an implicit form of subjective aging. 
Experimental procedures usually include a pre-assessment of self-perceptions of aging and a 
behavioral task followed by a subliminal priming exposure to either positive or negative age-
stereotypic words (e.g., wise, accomplished, enlightened versus senile, demented, frail). After the 
priming task, the assessments are repeated and compared to baseline performance. This set of 
procedures has been well-documented as an efficacious way of changing participants’ implicit 
attitudes about aging. In a series of studies by Levy and colleagues (for a review, see Levy, 
2003), exposure to negative stereotype priming was subsequently associated with poorer 
performance on memory tasks (Levy, 1996), gait speed (Hausdorff, Levy, & Wei, 1999), 
handwriting quality (Levy, 2000), and likelihood of opting for life-prolonging medical measures 
in a hypothetical situation (Levy, Ashman, & Dror, 1999). This line of research demonstrates 
that implicit subjective aging can reliably be altered through a priming approach, and more 
importantly, that the effects of priming are linked to direct behavioral performance in the 
laboratory setting. Specifically, primed with negative subjective aging stimuli, participants’ 
performance worsens. Primed with positive subjective aging stimuli, though, participants’ 
performance can be significantly improved. Studies show a consistent pattern across multiple 
types of behavioral tasks, and have also been replicated by other research groups using similar 
experimental procedures (Hess, Auman, Colcombe, & Rahhal, 2003). However, inherent in 




are the implications of holding either positive or negative views of subjective aging in a natural 
setting? Are there meaningful and lasting effects on behavioral performance relevant to everyday 
situations, such as balance or gait speed? 
Quasi-experimental research using large-scale datasets. Building on the experimental 
work linking subjective aging to behavioral performance, associational research has 
demonstrated the longer-term predictive effects of subjective agingon health and functioning 
outside of the laboratory. This line of research has applied a quasi-experimental approach to 
examine predictive associations using data from large-scale samples such as the Ohio 
Longitudinal Study (N = 443; N = 660), the Baltimore Longitudinal Study (N = 395; N = 440); 
the German Ageing Study (N = 1286); the Berlin Aging Study (N = 1285) the Lausanne Cohort 
Lc65+ study (N = 1,152); and The Irish Longitudinal Study on Aging (N = 4,803; N = 5,896). 
Studies typically included participants who completed a measure of subjective aging (usually the 
ATOA scale) and then were assessed for particular outcomes anywhere from 2 – 38 years later, 
with varying assessment frequencies throughout the duration of the study.  
Overall, findings demonstrate that individuals holding a more negative perception of their 
own aging were more likely to later have a heightened risk of acute health events (Levy et al., 
2015; Levy et al., 2009; Moser et al., 2011), slower walking speed (Robertson et al., 2015) and 
poorer cognitive performance (Robertson et al., 2016). Furthermore, more negative subjective 
aging has predicted poorer functional health (Levy, Slade, & Kasl, 2002) and shorter life 
expectancy by an average of 7.5 years (Levy, Slade, Kunkel, & Kasl, 2002). Recent evidence has 
found that negative views of subjective aging are even predictive of brain pathology associated 
with Alzheimer’s disease, including volume of the hippocampus, and the presence of 




the question of ecological validity that experimental research lacks, and demonstrates that 
perceptions of subjective aging do in fact show associations with meaningful developmental 
outcomes in natural settings. Furthermore, these studies demonstrate the lasting associations of 
subjective aging with outcomes as much as 38 years later. However, retrospective associational 
studies such as these have their own major limitation, in that causality between subjective aging 
and developmental outcomes cannot be established.  
Prospective longitudinal and microlongitudinal subjective aging research. Given the 
clear evidence that self-perceptions of subjective aging are, in fact, predictive of behavioral and 
functional outcomes, researchers have begun to conduct prospective longitudinal studies in order 
to examine the question of causality. Longitudinal research allows for the examination of how 
subjective aging might change throughout adulthood. Early work showed a somewhat stable 
subjective age in Anglo- and Mexican-American adults ages 60 and older over an 8-year period 
(Markides & Ray, 1988). However, subjective aging exhibits a great deal of interindividual 
variability with regard to change over time, especially throughout mid-life (e.g. participants 
studied from ages 43 – 55 years old, on average). Among the young-old (e.g. those who were 
aged 62 – 74 years old on average), 12-year trajectories of ATOA have been characterized by 
steady decline (Miche, Elsässer, et al., 2014). In later life, age stereotypes (one form of 
subjective aging), have been shown to be relatively stable and resistant to decline in the face of 
stressful life events such as the death of a loved one or a hospitalization (Levy et al., 2015). 
However, with increasing age people tend to feel less satisfied with their aging and felt age more 
closely approximates chronological age (Kleinspehn-Ammerlahn et al., 2008). An important 
conclusion that has been drawn from longitudinal research is that perceptions of subjective aging 




Wurm et al., 2007). Such a directionality of effects suggests that intervening to improve 
subjective aging should have potential benefits for later health and well-being.  
Microlongitudinal research is recently appearing in the literature, in which subjective 
aging is assessed on a shorter time scale, employing daily diary methods to examine baseline 
occurrence rates and inter- and intra-individual variability. Kotter-Grühn, Neupert, and Stephan 
(2015) examined daily fluctuations in subjective age in an 8-day diary study and found that 
subjective age was largely stable on a day-to-day basis. Interestingly, participants reported 
feeling older on days when they experienced health symptoms, stressful events or higher 
negative affect. This finding suggests that ratings of subjective agingppear to be most strongly 
influenced by negative experiences regarding health, mood and stress. In a microlongitudinal 
study to investigate processes of self-stereotyping, Allen, Mejia and Hooker (2015) found that 
individuals with more positive self-perceptions of aging at baseline experienced, on average, 
higher daily ratings of feeling useful and productive; furthermore, these ratings of usefulness and 
productiveness showed less fluctuation among those who reported more positive self-perceptions 
of aging at baseline. Therefore, individuals who had more positive views of aging and who did 
not subscribe to negative ideas of what it means to be old appeared to be more or less protected 
from the negative effects of stereotypes, as they exhibited less variability in their sense of 
usefulness as a person. This finding suggests that positive subjective aging m y serve a 
protective role in which self-stereotyping exerts a less-pronounced effect on an individual’s daily 
experiences.  
To conclude, there is a large body of evidence from various methodological and 
statistical approaches to confirm an empirical association between subjective aging and health 




setting, and the association appears to remain even over the course of several decades. It also 
holds after accounting for other potential influences such as functional health, comorbidities, and 
demographic and socioeconomic influences. Furthermore, the finding is consistent for a variety 
of subjective aging constructs, including felt age, attitudes toward own aging, and others. 
Therefore, there is good reason to expect that the associations between AARC and 
developmental outcomes will be consistent with this large body of research. We expect that the 
awareness of positive age-related changes will be predictive of higher physical functioning and 
better well-being, whereas the perception of negative age-related changes will be associated with 
lower physical function and poorer levels of well-being. Each of the three dissertation 
manuscripts will explore AARC’s associations with various measures of health and well-being.  
Exploring Causal Mechanisms between AARC and Developmental Outcomes 
The literature reviewed so far provides strong evidence that subjective aging is linked to 
important outcomes for later life, including functional health, disease status, psychological well-
being and survival. Building on this now-established link, more recent efforts have turned to 
questions of why and how this association exists, employing the use of statistical methods to 
address this complex question.  
Theoretical Basis for Investigating Potential Underlying Mechanisms 
Self-stereotyping and stereotype embodiment theory. From a theoretical standpoint, 
stereotype embodiment theory (SET; Levy, 2009) was put forth to explain how and why views of 
subjective aging (negative age stereotypes in particular) are linked to health outcomes. SET 
posits that negative attitudes about aging start to develop early in life, become increasingly self-
relevant with age, and eventually become directed inward toward the self in a process called self-




exert an influence on health and well-being, particularly when aging messages are deemed to be 
self-relevant. For example, individuals who begin to identify with “becoming old” are more 
likely to be susceptible to the internalization of negative messages about aging than are 
individuals for whom aging is not yet self-relevant. The process of internalizing negative age 
stereotypes is said to occur along multiple pathways, including physiological, psychological, and 
behavioral pathways. Evidence for mechanisms representing each of these three pathways has 
been documented, including cardiovascular stress response patterns in the physiological pathway 
(Levy et al., 2008; Levy, Hausdorff, Hencke, & Wei, 2000); attitudes and expectations of aging 
in the psychological pathway (Kornadt & Rothermund, 2012); and health behaviors in the 
behavioral pathway (Levy & Myers, 2004). Such a theoretical approach is useful in considering 
which specific aspects may explain, at least, in part, how perceptions of subjective aging may 
lead to later life outcomes. The focus of this dissertation will revolve primarily around the 
potential psychological and behavioral pathways, as these are the types of candidate mechanisms 
that can be targeted via behavioral interventions such as the one described in Chapter 4. 
Attributional processes. In line with stereotype embodiment theory, attributions 
represent one potential psychological pathway between subjective aging and developmental 
outcomes. Attribution research suggests that the way in which individuals interpret and explain 
their own physical symptoms plays an important role with regard to their health and functioning. 
For instance, older adults are more likely to attribute health symptoms to age rather than to a 
specific illness and this results in more passive, rather than active, coping styles (Leventhal & 
Prohaska, 1986). Furthermore, the general tendency to consider aging from a negative and 
deterministic perspective means that often, negative changes are automatically attributed directly 




chronic health condition to “old age” tended to report more bothersome symptoms, engaged in 
fewer health behaviors, and were also twice as likely to have died by the two-year follow-up 
(Stewart, Chipperfield, Perry & Weiner,2011). Similarly, adults who attributed symptoms of 
arthritis, heart disease and sleeping problems to normal aging rather than chronic disease were 
significantly less likely to have sought preventive medical services in the previous year 
(Goodwin, Black, & Satish, 1999). To this effect, perhaps it is not solely the awareness of 
physical changes that matters, but also the extent to which such symptoms are dismissed as 
inevitable and impossible to change. For example, thoughts such as, “my knee hurts, I must be 
getting old” or “I can’t find my keys, I must be getting old” represent negative age-attributions 
for occurrences that are not necessarily age-related. Thought processes such as these reflect 
negative self-stereotyping in which a commonly held age stereotype (e.g. old people have bad 
knees or old people are forgetful) is directed inward toward oneself in a misattribution. Such age-
specific attributions are not only inaccurate much of the time, but they also have detrimental 
effects on health and well-being because they keep individuals from engaging in behaviors that 
could address the given situation. Furthermore, negative age attributions absolve individuals of 
responsibility and control over the symptoms they are experiencing. The joint contributions of 
subjective aging and control beliefs will be explored more in the coming paragraphs and in the 
intervention described in Chapter 4. 
Statistical Investigation of Potential Underlying Mechanisms 
Following the theoretical basis described above, it is also helpful to consider which tools 
are available for testing potential mechanisms from a statistical standpoint. The role of potential 
mechanisms linking subjective aging and health can be explored using mediation modeling, 




association. In statistical mediation, this is typically illustrated in a model as shown in Figure 1.1, 
in which a predictor (x) is associated with an outcome (y), and this association is accounted for, 
at least in part, by a mediator (m).  
 Mediation is said to exist if the effect of x on y becomes attenuated once the proposed 
mediator is entered into the equation; this can be determined by comparing the c’ and c paths 
(Hayes, 2013). Specifically, after adding the mediator to the equation, if the c’ path becomes 
smaller than c but remains statistically significant, then there is evidence of partial mediation. If 
the c’ path becomes statistically non-significant after adding the mediator, then the findings are 
consistent with full mediation. Therefore, in addition to the link between subjective aging (x) and 
the health outcome (y), associations should exist between subjective aging (x) a d the presumed 
mediator (m), and also between the mediator (m) and health (y). One way of assessing statistical 
mediation is through intervention research, which allows for the targeting and statistical 
assessment of the role of causal mechanisms.  
Several potential mechanisms have been examined to date for their role in explaining the 
association between subjective aging and health outcomes. For one, self-regulatory strategies of 
selection, optimization and compensation have been explored (Wurm, Warner, Ziegelmann, 
Wolff, & Schüz, 2013). Second, there is evidence that trait optimism is a causal mechanism 
(Wurm & Benyamini, 2014). Third, the availability of health care providers appears to be an 
important mechanism by which subjective aging is linked to health outcomes (Wurm, Wolff, & 
Schüz, 2014). Beyond these examples, there are two potential mechanisms that have received the 
most theoretical and empirical attention. These are control beliefs (Wurm et al., 2007) and 




theoretical support for the role of control beliefs and health behaviors to explain the association 
between subjective aging and outcomes is discussed in the following paragraphs.  
Identified mechanism #1: Control beliefs. The degree of perceived control over the 
environment is a logical mechanism for explaining, at least in part, the link between subjective 
aging and physical health. For instance, it is plausible that individuals who hold more positive 
self-perceptions of aging may also possess a greater sense of control over their aging process, 
and may therefore take a more active role in maintaining and promoting their own physical 
health. Such a sense of control may be captured with the beliefs that, “I have some degree of 
control in shaping my own aging process” and that “What I do on a daily basis matters for my 
health as I grow older.” Supporting this conceptual linkage, there is also empirical evidence to 
support the explanatory role of control beliefs between subjective agingnd health. First, there is 
evidence for an association between subjective aging and control beliefs (e.g., the a-path in 
Figure 1.1). In a longitudinal study which aimed to disentangle the effects of views on aging on 
health versus control beliefs, Wurm et al. (2007) found that control beliefs and views on aging 
exerted independent effects on health outcomes, as measured by a health symptom checklist. 
Furthermore, another study found an association between positive subjective aging (e.g. the 
expectation of experiencing more gains in the second half of life) and higher control beliefs 
(Timmer, Bode, & Dittmann-Kohli, 2003). These findings suggest that there is the necessary link 
between subjective aging and control beliefs, but also that they seem to represent two distinct 
constructs that are conceptually not redundant.  
Second, there is also a strong empirical foundation demonstrating the link between 
control beliefs and health throughout adulthood (e.g., the b-path in Figure 1.1), owing to a long-




Heckhausen & Baltes, 1991; Lachman, 2006; Lachman, Neupert, & Agrigoroaei, 2011). More 
specifically, low control beliefs are predictive of hospitalizations and the onset of disease (Rodin, 
1986a), poorer functional health (Lachman & Agrigoroaei, 2010), health declines over time 
(Gerstorf, Röcke, & Lachman, 2011), and physiological measures such as cortisol stress response 
levels (Agrigoroaei et al., 2013). Third, the mediating or indirect pathway (e.g., a*b) also has 
some emerging empirical evidence so far. For instance, the study by Levy, Slade and Kasl 
(2002), which showed that more positive self-perceptions of aging were predictive of physical 
functioning 18 years later, also found that the association was mediated by perceived control 
(Levy, Slade, & Kasl, 2002). That is, there was an indirect effect in which the effect of self-
perceptions of aging on physical functioning was explained, in part, by perceptions of control. 
Taken together, this evidence suggests that a person’s sense of control over the environment 
plays an explanatory role in the complex question of the associations between subjective aging 
and health.  
Identified mechanism #2: Health-promoting behaviors. There is also evidence that 
engagement (or lack thereof) in health-promoting behaviors is another explanatory mechanism 
by which subjective aging is linked to health-related outcomes. Such a mechanism exemplifies 
the behavioral pathway proposed in stereotype embodiment theory, and includes behaviors such 
as engaging in physical activity, eating a healthy diet, having regular medical exams, and other 
health-related behaviors. The conceptual link is quite viable, as adults who mostly hold a 
negative and deterministic view of aging are likely less motivated to try to actively shape their 
own health (Lindland et al., 2015; Ory, Hoffman, Hawkins, Sanner & Mockenhaupt, 2003). 
Evidence clearly supports this possibility. For example, individuals aged 50-80 years holding 




more likely to engage in health-promoting behaviors 20 years later (Levy & Myers, 2004). 
Similarly, a study of more than 4,000 middle-aged and older adult participants showed that 
individuals holding more positive views on aging were more likely to engage in physical 
activity, specifically in organized sports and walking. Furthermore, this study found that older 
adults with more positive views on aging were more likely to engage in regular walking 
regardless whether they were in good health or bad health (Wurm, Tomasik, & Tesch-Römer, 
2010). Significant findings even remained after controlling for optimism, which suggests that 
positive views on aging play an independent role in predicting health behaviors above and 
beyond an optimistic outlook on life (Wurm et al., 2010). It appears also that there is a domain-
specific effect with regard to the association between subjective aging nd health behaviors. 
Meisner and colleagues found that subjective aging specific to health-related issues (as assessed 
with the Age-Cog physical decline scale) predicted higher involvement in strenuous recreational 
and sporting activities, even after controlling for a host of relevant variables, including level of 
pain and presence of chronic disease (Meisner, Weir, & Baker, 2013).  
Taken together, this set of studies suggests that the link between positive subjective aging 
and better physical health may be explained by the mediating role of engagement in health-
promoting behaviors. The role of control beliefs and health promotion will be further explored in 
the coming section as it relates to potential opportunities for capitalizing on the role of AARC to 
promote healthy aging. 
Capitalizing on the Motivational Function of AARC to Promote Healthy Aging 
Individual Involvement in Health Promotion throughout Adulthood 
The need to involve individuals in promoting their own healthy aging can be viewed as a 




Conference on Aging, 2015). For this reason, there is an urgent need to apply a prevention 
science lens to the study of adult development. Prevention throughout adulthood is an emerging 
area for growth, one that has been largely missing from the recent prevention research focus. 
Supporting this argument, the NIA commissioned a White Paper in which a conference of 
behavior change experts noted that the lack of motivation may be one specific reason that many 
individuals are not taking an active role in shaping their own aging process (Nielsen & Reiss, 
2012). Therefore, the following paragraphs consider the potential motivational function of 
AARC and explore the extent to which it can be used directly as a way to motivate individuals to 
promote their own healthy aging process. 
AARC as a Motivational Process for Health-Behavior Change 
What remains to be explored in more detail is the extent to which a person’s awareness of 
his or her own aging might function as a motivational force. To make this argument, first it is 
relevant to consider that AARC represents self-knowledge that undergoes a continual process of 
updating and revising throughout the lifespan and that becomes an integral aspect of each 
person’s self-representations. Second, a self-representation can be viewed as a cognitive schema 
in which individuals build and revise their core identity over time. As age-related changes occur, 
individuals interpret these changes and update their aging self-representations at the same time, 
with the basic developmental goal of preserving the integrity of the ego. Third, as a self-
representation of the aging self, AARC shapes the view of the self over time and influences the 
extent to which individuals take an active role in promoting their own healthy aging. Therefore, 
AARC can be said to serve a self-regulatory function (Diehl & Brothers, in press). 
To test the theoretical argument that AARC is a motivational force that shapes human 




whether AARC can, in fact, be modified. Specifically, can the modification be done in such a 
way as to increase the number of perceived positive age-related experiences, and to decrease the 
number of perceived negative age-related experiences? Second, the subsequent area of 
investigation should ask whether modifying AARC is then associated with a noticeable change 
in behavior? That is, does increasing the number of perceived positive age-related experiences 
(and decreasing the number of perceived negative age-related experiences) translate into 
meaningful behavior change, such as increased engagement in health-promoting behaviors? 
For the sake of this argument, it is worth distinguishing between the perception of the 
experience, and the experience itself, which are two separate issues. For example, an individual 
who has developed a chronic illness such as type 2 diabetes may report this change as a loss in 
health and physical function. However, if the person can make some behavioral changes to diet 
and lifestyle, there may be some subsequent perceived gains, such as increased energy, improved 
sleep, and a sense of satisfaction in taking active steps to promote his or her own health. 
Therefore, if AARC can in fact be modified such that negative perceptions are not denied, but 
rather are carefully considered in order to enact changes, this may help to offset the loss/gain 
ratio that may otherwise increase with advancing age. In sum, theoretical evidence suggests that 
AARC can be drawn upon to evoke positive and meaningful change in behavior, such as 
increased participation in health-promoting activities. However, empirical evidence is needed to 
support this proposition.  
Targeting AARC through Behavioral Interventions 
Given the theoretical and empirical evidence suggesting the role of AARC in health 
promotion, the timing is right to target AARC in the context of a behavioral intervention 




aging attitudes, as well as result in a meaningful behavioral or health status change. Furthermore, 
such a study would be driven by a theoretical model which describes hypothesized mechanisms 
and pathways by which the intervention is expected to operate.  
Evidence for the modifiability of subjective aging. Evidence from experimental 
research suggests that negative views of subjective agingcan, in fact, be effectively modified 
(Kotter-Grühn, 2015). Change in subjective aging was subsequently associated with improved 
outcomes, such as handgrip strength (Stephan et al., 2013). Beyond laboratory studies, 
intervention studies show that it is possible to improve individuals’ views of subjective aging 
(Klusmann, Evers, Schwarzer, & Heuser, 2012; Sarkisian, Prohaska, Davis, & Weiner, 2007) 
and control beliefs within natural settings (Tennstedt et al., 1998). For example, a recent study 
incorporated a brief subjective aging module into an existing exercise program and was 
successful in improving both subjective aging and exercise behavior (Wolff, Warner, 
Ziegelmann, & Wurm, 2014). From a theoretical background, AARC is also expected to be 
modifiable, given it was developed in the context of developmental plasticity and its expected 
role as a continually-updated piece of self-knowledge (Diehl & Wahl, 2010). Taken together, this 
evidence strongly supports the assumption that negative views of subjective aging, and AARC in 
particular, can be altered in order to affect meaningful outcomes, including engagement in health 
behaviors. Therefore, the manuscript in Chapter 4 positions AARC in a prominent role within an 
intervention to increase physical activity as a way to ultimately influence health status. 
Identification of additional mechanisms to target via intervention. As reviewed in the 
previous section, there are a number of potential explanatory mechanisms by which subjective 
aging may influence health and well-being, operating from the behavioral and psychological 




two of these potential mechanisms, and they represent the psychological and behavioral 
pathways, respectively. Incorporating control beliefs and health-promoting behaviors, namely 
physical activity, into a subjective aging intervention makes sense for several reasons. First, the 
theoretical and empirical support is beginning to accumulate for each one to suggest a mediating 
role between subjective aging and health. Second, evidence suggests that control beliefs and 
health-promoting behaviors are both modifiable through intervention (Rodin, 1986b; Tennstedt 
et al., 1998; King, 2001). Third, evidence suggests that improvements in both control beliefs and 
health-promoting behaviors such as physical activity are associated with health benefits 
(Lachman & Agrigoroaei, 2010; Stewart, et al., 2011; Pahor et al., 2014). However, the 
associations and interactions among AARC, control beliefs, and health behaviors for predicting 
health outcomes have not yet been examined all in the same model. Therefore, the role of 
AARC, control beliefs, and physical activity as they relate to health outcomes, both individually 
and in conjunction, deserves further attention in correlational and intervention research alike. 
From an intervention standpoint, this line of reasoning suggests that intervening to maintain or 
increase control beliefs and physical activity along with views of subjective agingrepresents a 
viable approach for fostering health and well-being into later life. The development and 
evaluation of such an intervention is the focus of Chapter 4, including a first attempt to 
investigate select aspects of a causal model.  
Remaining Research Questions to be Addressed in the Dissertation Manuscripts 
To summarize the literature reviewed so far, the introduction of AARC into the 
subjective aging literature presents several opportunities to advance the field with regard to the 
improved measurement of subjective aging, the introduction of a theoretically grounded and 




subjective aging. These potential benefits afforded by AARC will also allow for the examination 
of associations with developmental outcomes, such as health and well-being, in a differentiated 
manner. Finally, the theoretical foundation of AARC acknowledges the room for developmental 
plasticity, and therefore the implementation of a behavioral intervention aimed at modifying 
AARC will provide new information regarding the potential to capitalize on subjective aging to 
support and motivate individuals to engage in health promotion efforts throughout adulthood.  
This dissertation builds upon a rich body of literature and employs AARC, a new 
multidirectional and multidimensional subjective aging construct, to examine a series of yet 
unanswered empirical questions. These questions are scaffolded upon one another in a logical 
and progressive fashion, and can be summarized as representing issues of measurement, issues of 
the conceptual status of AARC, and issues of modifiability and utility of the AARC construct for 
health promotion. Furthermore, there are three overarching questions explored in each of the 
manuscripts, including the associations between AARC with developmental outcomes, the 
differing roles of positive and negative AARC, and questions of how chronological age relates to 
AARC. 
Chapter 2: Exploring Measurement Issues 
To date, there has not yet been an established assessment tool for the measurement of 
AARC. Therefore, building upon the theoretical elaboration of the AARC construct (Diehl & 
Wahl, 2010), Chapter 2 describes an approach that was used to develop the associated 
measurement tool in U.S. and German adults. The process began with conducting focus groups 
and interviews to generate a large pool of potential items in both countries so that the specific 




described in Chapter 2, as is the establishment of a psychometrically-sound version of the AARC 
questionnaire. Specific questions addressed in this chapter include:  
1) Can AARC be measured in a valid and reliable way?  
2) Is the theorized multi-dimensional structure supported by empirical data?  
Chapter 3: Exploring the Conceptual Status of AARC 
With the newly available multidimensional questionnaire, Chapter 3 pursues further 
investigation of AARC, and reports empirical findings with regard to the newly designed 
assessment instrument. The addition of AARC to the field of subjective aging research has the 
potential to advance the measurement and conceptual space of how individuals experience and 
interpret aging. Therefore, an empirical investigation of associations between AARC and 
existing subjective aging measures is essential so that the degree of overlap and differential 
predictive relevance can be determined. Specific questions addressed in this chapter include: 
1) What are the empirical associations between AARC and existing measures of 
subjective aging? 
2) How do unidimensional subjective aging measures interact with AARC to predict 
developmental correlates of health and well-being? 
3) What are the unique conceptual contributions of AARC in predicting health and well-
being, relative to existing subjective aging measures?  
Chapter 4: Exploring the Modifiability of AARC and Its Role in Health Promotion 
The study presented in Chapter 4 builds on the theoretical and empirical literature and 
extends it into the intervention realm. It is not yet known whether targeting AARC via behavioral 
intervention will be an effective strategy for promoting health behaviors and physical 




behavioral interventions is plausible in light of previous research on subjective aging. It is also 
consistent with the strategic directions for research set forth by the National Institute on Aging 
(NIA), which prioritizes the development of cost-effective interventions to promote health 
maintenance strategies among older adults (National Institute on Aging, 2014; Nielsen & Reiss, 
2012). Delving into this translational application of basic research involves two primary research 
questions: 
1) Can AARC effectively be modified through a behavioral intervention?  
2) Does a behavioral intervention targeting AARC also result in tangible improvements 






Figure 1.1. A typical statistical mediation model. The direct effect of x on y (including m 
in the equation) is denoted as c’. The indirect effect is calculated by multiplying a*b. The total 











Measuring Awareness of Age-Related Change (AARC): 





 We conducted three studies to develop and evaluate a multidimensional questionnaire to 
assess the new subjective aging construct of awareness of age-related change (AARC). In Study 
1, a first version of the AARC questionnaire containing 189 items was administered to 396 adults 
aged 40–95 years old. Exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses suggested a two-factor 
structure of the questionnaire, representing the awareness of positive age-related changes 
(AARC-Gains) and the awareness of negative age-related changes (AARC-Losses), respectively. 
In Study 2, a reduced 100-item AARC questionnaire was tested with a more demographically 
diverse sample of 586 adults aged 40–1 2 years old. The two-factor structure was confirmed, 
and the subscales demonstrated acceptable reliability. In Study 3, the AARC questionnaire was 
further refined to a 50-item version (AARC-50) and was tested with a subsample of 425 
returning participants from Studies 1 and 2 approximately 2.5 years later. The AARC-50 
demonstrated the strongest psychometric properties of the three versions. Results from Study 3 
further confirmed the two-factor structure of perceived gains and perceived losses, and supported 
the measure’s convergent and divergent validity. Study 3 also provided support for the predictive 
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validity of the questionnaire, as the two latent factors were significant predictors of multiple 
physical and mental health outcomes at the second measurement occasion. The availability of a 
reliable and valid assessment tool for measuring AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses has a number 
of potential applications, including the ability to provide detailed information about adults’ self-
perceptions of aging, which are instrumental for promoting successful aging. 
Introduction 
It is well-documented that measures of subjective aging, covering a number of different 
theoretical concepts (Diehl, Wahl, et al., 2014), have significant and meaningful associations 
with health and well-being throughout adulthood (Westerhof et al., 2014). In recent years, 
several new concepts have been introduced to the literature in an attempt to elucidate these 
associations (Diehl, Wahl, et al., 2014). One of these concepts is the construct of Awareness of 
Age-Related Change (AARC; Diehl & Wahl, 2010). This paper describes the development and 
psychometric evaluation of a multidimensional questionnaire for assessing adults’ AARC, a 
conceptualization of subjective aging that is explicitly rooted in individuals’ self-perceptions and 
behavioral experiences.  
Measuring Adults’ Subjective Experience of Aging  
Adults’ subjective aging experiences have been conceptualized in various ways 
throughout the past several decades of research (for an in-depth review, see Diehl, Wahl, et al., 
2014). Although existing measures have been used quite successfully, there are several 
limitations owing to the fact that they tend to be overly simplistic and not grounded in an explicit 
theoretical framework. Therefore, we aim to advance the assessment of subjective aging by 
introducing the AARC questionnaire as a new approach to measuring adults’ subjective aging 




Specifically, AARC was defined as, “all those experiences that make a person aware that his or 
her behavior, level of performance, or ways of experiencing his or her life have changed as a 
consequence of having grown older (Diehl & Wahl, 2010; p. 340).  
AARC represents a novel approach to the assessment of subjective aging for several 
reasons. First, it conceptualizes subjective aging in both a multidimensional and multidirectional 
way. Previous measures have predominantly relied on one or a couple of items that assess a 
unidimensional view of subjective aging, without taking into account that the experience of 
aging may differ across different life domains (for an exception, see the Scale of Aging-Related 
Cognitions by Steverink, Westerhof, Bode, & Dittmann-Kohli, 2001). In contrast, AARC 
represents a multidimensional approach to subjective aging, as it defines five behavioral domains 
in which the awareness of age-related changes may be most salient. These domains are: Health 
and Physical Functioning, Cognitive Functioning, Interpersonal Relations, Social-Cognitive and 
Social-Emotional Functioning, and Lifestyle and Engagement. Furthermore, existing approaches 
focus on aging as entailing mostly negative experiences, and disregard the presence of positive 
experiences known to occur in later life (Carstensen et al., 2011; Diehl, Chui, et al., 2014; 
Rothermund & Brandtstädter, 2003). To address this limitation, AARC was conceptualized as a 
multidimensional construct in terms of the valence of adults’ age-related self-perceptions. That 
is, the questionnaire was designed with the intention to capture a priori both positive and 
negative self-perceived age-related changes. 
Another novel aspect of AARC is its elaborated structure which is directly grounded in 
life-span developmental theory. Existing approaches rely on very brief (1- to 5-item) measures 
which assess the experience of aging in a global way, but neglect to capture detailed information 




conscious and self-reflective form of individuals’ awareness of their own aging and, therefore, 
represents a form of tacit knowledge that can be brought to explicit awareness through 
appropriate priming. Furthermore, AARC draws on several key tenets of life-span developmental 
theories of adult development, including multidimensionality, multidirectionality, agency, and 
plasticity (Baltes, Lindenberger, & Staudinger, 2006). Commonly, these concepts are not 
explicitly considered in any of the other measures of subjective aging. For instance, AARC 
reflects an underlying assumption that aging is characterized by both gains and losses, as its 
treatment of item valence acknowledges the possibility that both positive and negative age-
related changes may both occur in adults’ actual experiences. 
Applied Relevance of a Scale to Assess AARC 
 A multidimensional questionnaire to assess subjective aging, which is both 
psychometrically sound and theoretically grounded, has direct and beneficial applications across 
multiple fields, including gerontology, life-span psychology, health promotion, and prevention. 
Indisputable evidence now links subjective aging – the attitudes, expectations, and evaluations 
people hold about old age as a state and aging as a process – to a host of outcomes in adulthood 
that are relevant for healthy and successful aging (Westerhof et al., 2014). Specifically, 
individuals who have more positive views of aging – for instance those who expect positive 
experiences and opportunities for growth – are more likely to maintain better physical 
functioning, recover faster from disability, have better memory performance, and live an average 
of 7.5 years longer (Levy, 2009; Levy, Slade, Kunkel, & Kasl, 2002; Levy, Slade, Murphy, & 
Gill, 2012; Sargent-Cox, Anstey, & Luszcz, 2012a; Stephan, Caudroit, Jaconelli, & Terracciano, 
2014). These are just a few of the many behavioral and health-related outcomes that are linked to 




of an elaborated and domain-specific tool, such as the AARC questionnaire, will allow for a 
more precise and nuanced assessment of subjective aging. Such a tool can be used to identify 
individuals who may have predominantly negative aging experiences and may, therefore, be 
more susceptible to adopt negative attitudes toward aging.  In the clinical or counseling arena, 
the AARC questionnaire may be used to identify individuals who are prime candidates for 
intervention and programming designed to promote positive aging. Furthermore, because 
negative views of aging have been identified as a barrier to health promotion, the AARC 
questionnaire may be added to exercise or nutrition interventions to assess a program’s effect on 
specific aspects of subjective aging.  
Study Objectives 
The present paper builds on the theoretical development of the AARC construct (Diehl & 
Wahl, 2010) and describes the psychometric development of a multidimensional self-report 
questionnaire for assessing AARC in a reliable and valid way. We conducted three separate 
studies in which progressively shorter versions of the AARC questionnaire were developed and 
evaluated. The objectives of Study 1 were twofold: To generate an exhaustive item pool for the 
development of a first version of the AARC questionnaire (AARC-189), and to evaluate the 
measurement structure and reliability of this first version. The objectives of Study 2 were to 
reduce the length to a 100-item version (AARC-100), and to evaluate the utility of this version in 
a randomly selected representative sample. Finally, the objective of Study 3 was to engage in 
further scale reduction and to derive and evaluate a 50-item version (AARC-50). This work was 
done with a subset of participants from Studies 1 and 2 approximately two years later, allowing 







Development of the AARC questionnaire. We set out to create a first version of an 
AARC questionnaire from which we could select the best-performing items with regard to 
reliability and validity. Therefore, we followed established methods of measurement 
development (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) and generated a large pool of potential questionnaire 
items in order to ensure the ecological validity of the new measure, and to achieve content 
saturation across the five behavioral domains proposed by Diehl and Wahl (2010).  
Item generation and scale construction. Building on an existing base of potential items 
generated from our earlier work (Miche, Wahl et al., 2014; Wahl, Konieczny, & Diehl, 2013), 
Study 1 began with a series of focus groups in which attendees ages 51–90 years old (Mage = 
51.82 years, SDage = 20.38 years) were asked to think about what experiences they had 
encountered that made them realize they were growing older, including both positive and 
negative experiences. Attendees reflected the overall demographic characteristics of the 
university town in which the research was conducted, predominantly of White-European descent, 
with above-average education (M = 16.70 years, SD = 2.49 years) and income levels (annual 
household income M = $62,500, SD = $30,420). Focus groups were audio-recorded and 
transcribed verbatim. Trained raters then extracted statements from the transcripts that could be 
crafted into questionnaire items while preserving the original wording to the greatest extent 
possible. Of 351 potential items, 85 new questionnaire items were selected by applying the 
following criteria: a) the selected item added new content to the existing items; b) the item 
represented a single concept; c) the item could be widely understood and related to. Adding the 




questionnaire, which represented both positive and negative age-related changes across five 
behavioral domains.  
The 189 items were compiled and distributed throughout the questionnaire in a pre-
determined pattern of alternating domains and valences. The stem for all items was generated in 
consultation with several experts in the area of subjective aging and the following wording was 
chosen: “With my increasing age, I realize that…” The response options ranged from 1 (Not at 
all) to 5 (Very much).  
Participants and Procedures. The resulting AARC questionnaire (AARC-189) was 
administered to 396 community-residing adults, recruited from a mid-sized university town in 
the U.S. (age range: 40-98 years, M = 65.45 years, SD = 13.75 years). Participants reported 
above-average education (M = 16.80 years, SD = 2.67 years) and income (median gross annual 
income $70,000 - $79,999), and rated their health as very good (M = 5.24, SD = .85; 6 = 
Excellent). Demographic characteristics of the sample are reported in Table 2.1.  
Eligibility criteria included that individuals were community-residing, free of memory 
complaints, and primarily English-speaking. All participants provided informed consent in 
accordance with institutional policies. Participants completed a self-report questionnaire packet 
about attitudes toward aging. 
Data were collected primarily by mail survey, with the exception of 50 participants who 
were randomly selected to complete the questionnaire packet in the lab setting. This feature was 
included in order to evaluate the extent to which responses were consistent across in-home and 
in-lab settings. In addition to testing the effects of study location, we also tested for effects 
related to the order of administration. The order of the questionnaires was counterbalanced in 




participants; 2) the order of items within the AARC questionnaire was reversed for half of the 
participants. The questionnaire packet took approximately 60-90 minutes to complete. Those 
who completed the questionnaire were eligible to win one of five small cash prizes ($20 each).  
Measures. The questionnaire packet included the AARC-189, demographic information, 
and four additional measures of subjective aging, each selected for their reliability and validity.  
Demographic information. Using a standardized personal data form, we assessed key 
demographic characteristics, including gender, marital status, and household income.  
Additional subjective aging measures. We assessed subjective age using a single item in 
which participants indicated the age they tended to feel most of the time (Kastenbaum et al., 
1972). A proportional score was calculated ((Subjective Age – Chronological Age) / 
Chronological Age) to represent the extent to which a person’s subjective age differed from his 
or her chronological age. For instance, a score of -.20, indicated that an individual felt 20% 
younger than his or her chronological age (Rubin & Berntsen, 2006).  
We measured attitudes toward own aging (ATOA) with the widely used 5-item subscale 
from the Philadelphia Geriatric Center Morale Scale (PGCMS; Lawton, 1975). Individuals 
provided a dichotomous rating of their satisfaction with aging to questions such as, “Do things 
keep getting worse as you get older?” (Yes/No). Cronbach’s α in the present sample was 
satisfactory (α = .72).  
The scales for aging-related cognitions (AgeCog Scales; Steverink et al., 2001) was 
included to assess self-perceptions of aging in three domains: physical losses, social losses, and 
ongoing development. This 12-item scale includes 4 items per domain and its reliability and 
validity have been established (Wurm et al., 2007). The three scales demonstrated acceptable 




Finally, domain-specific age stereotypes were assessed with the Views on Aging scale 
(Kornadt & Rothermund, 2011). This questionnaire assesses perceptions of “old persons” in 
eight life domains, including Personality and Way of Living, Work and Employment, and 
Physical and Mental Fitness. An eight-point rating scale appears in the middle of two opposing 
statements which reflect quite negative (1) to quite positive (8) behaviors or ways of being. For 
instance, in the Family and Partnership domain, respondents are asked to rate on a continuum 
from (1) “Old persons have many conflicts in their relationship with family” to (8) “Old persons 
have a harmonious relationship with their family.” Each domain was measured with three to five 
questions and mean scores were calculated for each. Reliability for each scale was satisfactory to 
good (Cronbach’s α ranged from .66 – .86). For a more detailed description of the additional 
subjective aging measures, see Diehl, Wahl et al. (2014). 
Results and Conclusion  
Measurement structure. To evaluate the measurement structure of AARC, exploratory 
factor analyses (EFA) and confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) were performed with separate 
randomly generated halves of the sample (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). 
Exploratory factor analyses. EFA was performed using the calibration sample (N = 196) 
in which the ten behavioral domain scores were entered into a principal axis factor analyses 
(PAF). Promax rotation was performed to rotate the initial factor solution to simple structure 
(Table 2.2). 
The total amount of variance explained by this EFA was 68.23%. In order to determine 
how many factors to retain, we applied the criteria of Eigenvalue > 1.0 and scree test 
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Two factors emerged with Factor 1 accounting for 47.54% and 




unique contribution of each variable to the factors, the expected factor loading pattern emerged. 
Specifically, the five behavioral domains reflecting negative age-related changes loaded onto 
Factor 1, which we interpreted as Perceived Age-Related Losses. Conversely, the five behavioral 
domains reflecting positive age-related changes loaded onto Factor 2, which we interpreted as 
Perceived Age-Related Gains. Factor loadings ranged from .58 - .99. The two factors were 
moderately correlated (r = .40), providing further support for the use of oblique rotation.  
Scale reliabilities. Given the results from the EFA, reliability statistics were calculated 
for all sub-scales, including internal consistency reliability and item-total correlations (see Table 
2.2). Scale reliability coefficients ranged from α = .79 for the scale Interpersonal Relations 
Negative to α = .92 for Cognitive Functioning Negative and were satisfactory (α > .70; Nunnally 
& Berstein, 1994). Item-total correlations indicated that this version of the questionnaire 
contained a number of items that did not contribute very much to their respective scale. Thus, 
items with low item-total correlation (e.g. ITC < .30) were targeted for removal in the scale 
reduction process described in Study 2. 
Confirmatory factor analyses. We performed confirmatory factor analysis with the 
cross-validation sub-sample (N = 200) in order to test the 2-factor AARC structure that had 
emerged from the EFA. Analyses were performed using Mplus (Version 7). Following standard 
procedures for structural equation modeling (SEM), several different goodness of fit indices 
(GFI) were evaluated, including the Chi-square statistic, the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the 
Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and the 
standard root mean square residual (SRMR). Criteria for acceptable model fit were as follows: 




estimation was used, as there were no major concerns regarding univariate or multivariate non-
normality (absolute skewness and kurtosis values were all < 1.0). 
The hypothesized two-factor model of AARC, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, rested on the 
following assumptions: 1) A congeneric loading pattern in which the positive scale scores were 
expected to load on the Gains factor and negative scale scores were expected to load on the 
Losses factor; 2) the two factors were allowed to be correlated; and 3) error terms were 
uncorrelated.  
This model did not provide an acceptable fit to the data according to the GFI coefficients 
(see Table 2.3). Modification indices suggested that the domain score error terms should be 
allowed to correlate (e.g. physical-positive with physical-negative, etc.), and adding this set of 
parameters was determined to be theoretically meaningful. Adding correlated error terms to the 
model resulted in a significant improvement in fit and a good overall fit to the data (see Table 
2.3).  
Mean response selection for AARC domains. Based on the theoretical work guiding 
the measurement development process, we used unit-weighting to calculate mean response 
scores for both positive and negative experiences in the five behavioral domains, as well as for 
the overarching gains and losses subscales (Table 2.4). For the perceived gain-related domains, 
the average response selections were near the midpoint of 3 on the 5-point rating scale, which 
corresponds with a rating of “moderately.” For the perceived loss-related domains, the response 
selections were slightly lower, reflecting substantive endorsement of a rating of “A little bit.” 
Test of potential order and location effects on AARC responses. A 2 (questionnaire 
order) x 2 (AARC order) x 2 (test location) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to test 




significant differences for the AARC domain responses with regard to the order of the 
questionnaires within the packet, the order of items within the AARC questionnaire, or the test 
location (all p’s > .05).  
From Study 1, we concluded that the initial version of the AARC questionnaire provided 
a promising start for the reliable assessment of adults’ awareness of age-related change. 
Furthermore, we found preliminary evidence for a 2-factor structure of AARC, representing 
perceived age-related gains and age-related losses. We designed Study 2 to address the following 
steps: First, we focused on the extraction of the best-performing items from the large item pool 
for use in a shorter version of the questionnaire. Second, we wanted to replicate the 2-factor 
structure on a demographically representative sample from a larger metropolitan area.  
Study 2 
Methods 
Procedures for scale reduction. The AARC-189 underwent a rigorous shortening 
process in order to obtain a 100-item version. Criteria for retaining items were specified a priori 
as follows: First, we ordered items by domain and valence in terms of the corrected item-total 
correlation coefficients, marking items with an ITC of .30 or lower for removal. Second, we 
calculated Cronbach’s α for each behavioral domain, and examined the alpha value if each item 
was deleted. We marked items for possible removal if doing so would not result in a significant 
decrease in reliability. Throughout the shortening processes, we aimed to have an equal number 
of items for all domains and valences, which resulted in 10 items per scale on the AARC-100. 
The previous item stem was retained, and an alternating order of domain and valence was used to 




Participants. The AARC-100 was tested with a sample of 586 adults in the Denver 
metropolitan area (age range: 42-102 years, M = 64.42 years, SD = 13.84 years). Demographic 
characteristics were more diverse than in Sample 1 in terms of education, income and ethnicity 
(see Table 2.1). Participants were recruited using a random-sampling procedure. With the 
assistance of a private research company, we started with a random sample of 10,000 individuals 
in the surrounding metropolitan areas who were similar in demographic make-up to the most 
recent U.S. census data. Invitation letters were mailed to randomly selected subgroups of 2,000 
individuals at a time until our target enrollment of approximately 600 participants was achieved. 
Participants were given the option to take the survey in pencil-and-paper format or online; about 
half of the participants selected the online version (49.8%). The questionnaire packet took 
approximately 45–60 minutes to complete. In exchange for their time and effort, participants 
received a small compensation in the amount of a $20 gift certificate or personal check. Informed 
consent was obtained in accordance with the university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). 
 Measures. In addition to the AARC-100, we collected demographic information, using 
the same personal data form described in Study 1. We also included the same measures of 
subjective aging as described in Study 1.  
Results and Conclusion 
 Factor structure of AARC. To test the 2-factor Gains-Losses structure that emerged in 
Study 1, we performed CFA with the 10 domain scale scores calculated for AARC-100 and 
followed the same set of analytic procedures as described in Study 1. A 2-factor model in which 
the five positive valence subscales loaded on one factor and the five negative valence subscales 
loaded on the other factor was tested first. Model fit was less than satisfactory (see Table 2.3). To 




and physical negative error terms were allowed to correlate). According to the model 
misspecification indices, we tested one additional re-specification to allow the physical negative 
and lifestyle negative scales to be correlated. This modification made substantive sense as adults’ 
perceived negative age-related changes in the physical domain may be linked to perceived 
negative age-related changes in the lifestyle domain (e.g., increasing problems with eyesight may 
impact the ability to drive a car). The resulting model fit was quite good (see Table 2.3), 
providing further support for a 2-factor model of AARC which represented both perceived age-
related gains and perceived age-related losses. 
Mean response selection for AARC domains. As in Study 1, unit-weighted subscale 
scores were calculated. The mean response selections for subscales are presented in Table 2.4. 
Comparable to the AARC-189 sample in Study 1, the average response selection for the AARC-
100 sample on positive valence scales was near the midpoint of 3 out of 5 (“moderately”) and for 
the negative valence scales was 2 out of 5 (“a little bit”).  
Test for potential administration effects. Independent samples t-tests were performed 
to examine the extent to which paper-and-pencil and online respondents endorsed similar or 
different levels of the AARC subdomains. Respondents in the paper-and-pencil condition 
reported significantly more perceived age-related losses in three behavioral domains: Health and 
Physical Functioning, Interpersonal Relationships, and Lifestyle and Engagement. However, the 
difference between paper-and-pencil and online respondents became non-significant after 
controlling for age and physical functioning. Therefore, we concluded that the differential 
responding pattern was a function of older age and poorer health rather than the mode of 




 We concluded from Study 2 that the AARC-100 questionnaire showed promise for 
assessing adults’ AARC in a psychometrically reliable way. Study 3 was designed to arrive at an 
even shorter, and therefore more widely useable, version of the AARC questionnaire. We used a 
subset of participants from Studies 1 and 2 to address this objective. 
Study 3 
Methods 
Procedures for scale reduction. To develop the AARC-50, we began with a similar 
approach used in Study 2 in which we eliminated poorly performing items based on item and 
scale reliability coefficients. In addition, we revisited the AARC-189 to assure that items 
representing essential substantive content were not omitted from the questionnaire. Those items 
that reflected essential substantive content and that also had acceptable reliability coefficients 
were added back into the AARC-50. Next, we examined all items in AARC-50 by domain to 
identify potential areas of redundancy. If there were two very similar items, we dropped the item 
with the lower item-total correlation. We again strove for an equal number of items across 
domains and valences to allow for comparable domain scores. As a result of this iterative 
process, the AARC-50 represents a careful balance of empirical and substance-based reasoning 
to item selection. Regarding scale construction of the AARC-50, we retained the item stem that 
had proved effective in the previous studies, and adopted again an alternating order of domain 
and valence for even distribution of items throughout the questionnaire. The final items included 
in the AARC-50 are provided in Appendix 1, broken down by domain and valence. 
 Participants. The AARC-50 was tested with a subset of individuals from Samples 1 and 
2 approximately two years later. Demographic characteristics are provided in Table 2.1. We 




had indicated on an IRB-approved form that they would be willing to be contacted for future 
research; 425 participants responded and took part in Study 3 (53.13% response rate). From 
Study 1, 46.96% of participants returned; from Study 2, we had a 41.30% return rate. The Time 2 
assessment occurred, on average, 2.43 years (SD = .70 years) later for Study 1 participants and 
1.73 years (SD = .18 years) later for Study 2 participants. Attrition analyses showed that 
participants who returned for a second measurement occasion tended to be older by 6.71 years, 
t(394) = 4.98, p < .001. Returning participants had slightly more education by an average of .61 
years, t(394) = 2.27, p = .024, but had lower income levels, t(377) = -2.90, p = .004. There were 
no differences with regard to gender or health status of those who completed the second 
assessment. Again, participants could opt to take the survey either on paper or online; 50.9% 
selected the online condition. The questionnaire packet took approximately 30-45 minutes to 
complete. Individuals who completed the questionnaire packet were entered into a drawing to 
win one of ten cash prizes in the amount of $50 each. Informed consent was obtained in 
accordance with IRB procedures. 
 Measures. As in Studies 1 and 2, we collected demographic information using a 
standardized personal data form. In addition to the AARC-50 (provided in Appendix 2), we 
assessed several other facets of subjective aging as described in Study 1. Finally, we assessed 
physical and mental health functioning as described below.  
Health and well-being. Four measures were included to assess multiple facets of physical 
and mental health. Depressive symptoms were assessed using the 10-item Centers for 
Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D), a well-established depression screening tool 
for use with older adults (Andresen, Malmgren, Carter, & Patrick, 1994). Reliability in the 




rating of life satisfaction, and this scale too has been widely used in research with older adults 
(Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985; Diener, Inglehart, & Tay, 2013). Reliability for the 
SWLS in the present study was good (α = .85). The Short-Form 36, Version 2 (SF-36; Ware et 
al., 2007) was used to assess physical functioning and mental health functioning. The physical 
component score (PCS) and the mental component score (MCS) evaluate the extent to which 
performance on daily tasks is limited by physical or mental health symptoms, respectively. The 
SF-36 is a well-validated measure, used extensively in gerontological as well as medical and 
epidemiological research. Scale reliability in the present study was good (α’s = .83). 
Results and Conclusion 
Factor structure of AARC. We again tested the 2-factor Gains-Losses structure that had 
been supported in Studies 1 and 2, following the same set of analytic procedures for CFA as 
described previously. This time, testing the 2-factor model of gains and losses resulted in 
acceptable model fit without specifying correlated error terms as in Studies 1 and 2 (see Table 
2.3). In a second step, according to the model misspecification indices, we added one more re-
specification to allow the error term for the physical negative and lifestyle negative domains to 
be correlated. This change in model specification resulted in a good model fit compared to the 
baseline model, providing further support for the 2-factor model of AARC.  
Mean response selection for AARC domains. As in Studies 1 and 2, a unit-weighted 
approach was used to calculate mean subscale scores. Consistent with the findings from previous 
samples, the mean positive valence responses reflected the midpoint (3 out of 5: “moderately”) 
of the scale, and the mean negative valence responses were a bit lower (2 out of 5: “a little bit”). 
Table 2.4 presents the scores for the theoretically substantiated ten behavioral domains, in 




consistently supported a two-factor structure of the questionnaire, the subsequent analyses were 
conducted with the overarching Gains and Losses scale scores.  
Reliability between versions and measurement occasions. Cross-sectional correlations 
between AARC-189 and AARC-100 scales with AARC-50 scales collected in Study 1 ranged 
from r = .82 - .98. The size of the correlation coefficients between questionnaire versions 
suggested that little, if any, substantive content was lost in the process of moving from the longer 
versions to the shorter version of the questionnaire. The correlation coefficients examining test-
retest stability of the 50-item version over the 2-year period ranged from r = .60 – .79. The size 
of the test-retest stability coefficients suggested a moderate degree of stability of AARC over a 
2-year period. The overarching scale scores for AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses exhibited 
correlations at the higher end of the range, (cross-sectionally: r = .96 – .98; longitudinally: r = 
.71 – .79).  
Convergent and divergent validity. Examination of the convergent and divergent 
validity showed that AARC was significantly correlated with other measures of subjective aging, 
such as felt age, ATOA, and AgeCog scales (see Table 2.5).  
A more positive view of one’s own aging process – such as feeling younger than one’s 
age, being more satisfied with one’s aging process, and noticing more positive development – 
was positively associated with AARC-Gains. A similar pattern was also found for negative 
dimensions of subjective aging. That is, a more negative view of the aging process was 
associated with a higher score for AARC-Losses. Overall, the magnitude of the associations with 
the other measures of subjective aging tended to be significantly stronger for AARC-Losses 
compared to AARC-Gains, as tested using Fisher’s r-to-Z transformations (Lee & Preacher, 




constructs that we expected to be conceptually different (i.e., divergent validity). The eight 
domain-based stereotype scales showed small associations with AARC. As expected, there was a 
small degree of overlap, which indicated that age stereotypes and awareness of age-related 
change were distinct constructs. 
Predictive validity. To provide evidence of the predictive validity of the AARC 
questionnaire, we examined the extent to which the AARC scores were able to predict physical 
and mental health functioning both cross-sectionally and longitudinally (Table 2.6). To this 
effect, we performed linear multiple regression analyses, in which the AARC Gains and Losses 
scores were used as predictors of four outcomes collected at Time 2 (e.g. Study 3): depressive 
symptoms (CES-D), life satisfaction (SWLS), physical functioning (SF-36 PCS), and mental 
health functioning (SF-36 MCS). Longitudinal prediction was assessed by using the three 
versions of AARC from Study 1 as the predictor variables; cross-sectional associations were 
assessed by using AARC-50 from Study 3. AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses were significant 
predictors of all four health and well-being outcomes (see Table 2.6); participants who reported 
more perceived age-related gains tended to report fewer depressive symptoms and higher life 
satisfaction, as well as better physical and mental health functioning. Conversely, participants 
who reported more perceived age-related losses tended to report more depressive symptoms and 
lower life satisfaction, as well as poorer physical and mental health functioning. The same 
pattern of findings was found for all versions of the AARC questionnaire, providing further 
support that the shortened AARC-50 version is as useful for predicting outcomes as the longer 
versions. The findings also held for both longitudinal and cross-sectional analyses. Table 2.6 




Overall, we concluded from Study 3 that the more parsimonious 50-item version of the 
AARC questionnaire represented the most ideal version with regard to reliability and validity. 
The 2-factor structure of age-related gains and losses was further confirmed, and all items and 
subscales showed acceptable reliability. The AARC-50 correlated highly with the longer 
versions, and there was a moderate degree of stability of AARC over a two year-period. Finally, 
the AARC questionnaire was effective in predicting health and well-being outcomes in later life.  
General Discussion 
The measurement development process described in this paper resulted in a 50-item 
multidimensional questionnaire to assess AARC in middle-aged and older adults—the AARC-50 
(See Appendix 1). Taking a rigorous approach and beginning with a large item pool allowed for 
the selection of the top-performing items. These three studies provide evidence that AARC can 
be assessed in a psychometrically sound way with the AARC-50 questionnaire.  
The findings presented here complement and build upon a rich history of literature on 
subjective aging, including concepts such as age identity, self-perceptions of aging and age 
stereotypes (Barrett, 2003; Diehl, Wahl, et al., 2014; Kastenbaum et al., 1972; Levy, 2003). 
Recent decades have yielded a steady stream of evidence demonstrating the many connections 
between measures of subjective aging and health and well-being (e.g., Westerhof et al., 2014). 
This connection is now undisputed and researchers have begun to examine longitudinal trends 
and underlying mechanisms to explain this association (Kornadt & Rothermund, 2012; Sargent-
Cox, Anstey, & Luszcz, 2012b). Therefore, to allow for the advancement of knowledge 
regarding the complex associations between measures of subjective aging and developmental 
outcomes, a theoretically grounded and psychometrically sound measurement instrument 




The AARC-50 is a measure that reflects the multidimensional nature of subjective aging 
(Hummert, 2011), assessing adults’ positive and negative subjective aging experiences across 
five behavioral domains: Health and Physical Functioning; Cognitive Functioning; Interpersonal 
Relations; Social-Cognitive and Social-Emotional Functioning; and Lifestyle and Engagement 
(Diehl & Wahl, 2010). Although these five behavioral domains are not completely exhaustive, 
they capture those areas in adults’ daily lives that give rise to probably the majority of subjective 
aging experiences (Miche, Wahl et al., 2014). Recent empirical evidence supports the utility of 
such a multidimensional approach to measuring AARC, as the AARC domains predicted health 
and well-being over and above existing unidimensional measures of subjective aging (Brothers, 
Miche, Wahl, & Diehl, 2015). Few other measures of subjective aging have been designed to 
capture the nuanced differences in self-perceptions of aging across multiple life domains. Three 
notable exceptions are 1) the AgeCog scales; 2) a multidimensional assessment of age 
stereotypes (Kornadt & Rothermund, 2011); and 3) the attitudes to ageing questionnaire. Taken 
together, these examples in conjunction with the present study represent growing support for 
taking a multidimensional approach to the study of subjective aging.  
In contrast to many existing subjective aging measures, the AARC-50 questionnaire 
allows for the simultaneous assessment of perceived age-related changes along both positive and 
negative dimensions. The gain-loss factor structure of the AARC questionnaire that emerged 
from this study directly addresses the life-span developmental proposition that aging is not solely 
characterized by loss experiences, but rather by both gains and losses (Baltes, 1987). Measuring 
subjective aging with a gains-losses approach is also consistent with previous research showing 
that individuals of all ages have expectations about aging that represent both positive and 




losses after mid-lif e (Baltes, 1987). The unique ability of the AARC-50 to differentiate between 
perceived gains and losses is beneficial, given that gains and losses represent separate aspects of 
the perceived aging experience. Perceived gains appear to serve as a protective factor, for 
instance in the face of a serious health condition (Wurm, Tomasik, & Tesch-Römer, 2008), 
whereas perceived losses are predictive of negative outcomes (Meisner, 2012). 
The evidence of convergent and divergent validity of the AARC-50 demonstrated that 
AARC is a distinct subjective aging construct. Existing subjective aging constructs such as felt 
age, ATOA, and the AgeCog scales shared between 1.0% – 4.8% of the variance with AARC-
Gains and about 7.8% – 44.9% with AARC-Losses. This small to moderate degree of empirical 
overlap suggests that AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses assess unique information about 
subjective aging not already captured by existing constructs. As expected, the associations 
between AARC and age stereotypes represented even less empirical overlap (.04%–10 2  
shared variance), further establishing AARC as a distinct construct in the literature. This lack of 
empirical overlap is important because it indicates that the AARC questionnaire assesses adults’ 
self-perceptions of aging that is distinct from the stereotypes they may hold about aging and 
older adults in general. 
Evidence of predictive validity was consistent with previous research showing the 
empirical association between subjective aging and developmental outcomes (e.g., Levy, 2003). 
AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses were significant predictors of four different measures of health 
and well-being, including depressive symptoms, satisfaction with life, physical functioning, and 
mental health functioning. Evidence of the predictive relevance of AARC was even stronger 
longitudinally across two and a half years than it was cross-sectionally. For instance, AARC-




relevance for physical functioning across the span of two and a half years was robust. This 
finding suggests that the influence of awareness of perceived age-related gains and losses on 
developmental outcomes may be particularly important over time.  
The AARC-50 has many potential applications in research and practice alike. With 
regard to research applications, there are many questions to be explored with the AARC-50, with 
regard to possible antecedents and outcomes (Diehl & Wahl, 2010). For instance, what might be 
the connection between the awareness of age-related change and the awareness of remaining 
lifetime, as conceptualized in socioemotional selectivity theory (Carstensen, 2006)? How might 
personality characteristics influence – and be influenced by – AARC? Is it possible to modify 
AARC through intervention, and will such changes facilitate positive developmental outcomes 
(Miche, Brothers, Diehl, & Wahl, 2015)? What is the association with coping and adaptation in 
later life, such as the use of primary vs. secondary control strategies? The use of the AARC-50 
within clinical and practice settings also has a great deal of potential. One valuable application 
would be as a tool to identify individuals holding negative attitudes and experiences about 
growing older, which are well-known risk factors that can impede healthy and optimal aging 
(Westerhof et al., 2014).  
Currently there are several additional refinements of the AARC questionnaire underway. 
First, item response theory (IRT) theory is used to identify and select a small number of highly 
discriminatory items in order to develop a 10-item version of the questionnaire. Such an ultra-
short version will provide a parsimonious, yet reliable way to assess AARC-Gains and AARC-
Losses in large-scale, nationally representative studies. Second, a German version of AARC has 
been developed in conjunction with the English version, and shows equally strong psychometric 




relevant assessment tool of subjective aging will allow for the examination of similarities and 
differences between middle-aged and older adults in the U.S. and Germany, a topic which has 
already received some attention (Staudinger, 2015; Westerhof & Barrett, 2005).  
In summary, the three studies reported here demonstrated that adults’ perceived age-related gains 
and losses can be assessed in a psychometrically reliable and valid way using the AARC 
questionnaire. Furthermore, this tool advances the assessment of adults’ subjective aging 
experiences and allows for the more differentiated examination of the influences of subjective 







Table 2.1.  
 
Demographic Characteristics for the Three Samples 
 AARC-189 Sample  
(N = 396) 
AARC-100 Sample 
(N = 586) 
AARC-50 Sample 
(N = 424) 
Age (years) M (SD) 65.45 (13.75) 
Range: 40– 95 
64.42 (13.84) 
Range: 40 - 102 
69.53 (12.52) 
Range: 42.15 – 98.49 
 
Gender (% Women) 55.3% 46.5%  52.4% 





















Education (years) M (SD) 16.81 (2.67) 15.83 (2.76)  16.55 (2.72) 
Degree 
Less than high school 

















































































$50K – $100K 


















Self-Rated Health M (SD) 5.24 (.85) 5.11 (.90) 5.20 (.89) 






Table 2.2.  
 
Study 1: Principal Axis Factor Analyses (PAF) Representing the First-Order Factor Structure of 
AARC 
 Rotated Factor Loadings Reliabilities 








AARC Subscales      
PHYS –  
 
.88  .72 .90 .23-.75 
COG –  
 
.80  .64 .92 .43-.75 
INT –  
 
.73  .59 .79 .11-.57 
SC/SE –  
 
.80  .70 .85 .09-.63 
LIFE –  
 
.99  .89 .85 .26-.66 
PHYS + 
 
 .58 .30 .84 .33-.64 
COG + 
 
 .83 .64 .86 .40-.64 
INT + 
 
 .73 .70 .88 .25-.65 
SC/SE + 
 
 .95 .88 .89 .15-.63 
LIFE + 
 
 .86 .77 .85 .13-.66 
Factor Statistics      
Cronbach’s alpha 
 




.76-.86 .51-.88    
Eigenvalue 
 
4.75 2.07    
% Variance 47.54 20.69    
Note: Oblique (Promax) rotation was applied. Results from the Pattern Matrix are reported. Analyses were 
performed using the calibration sample, a randomly selected half of the sample in Study 1 (N = 196). 
AARC Domain Abbreviations: PHYS = Health and Physical Functioning; COG = Cognitive Functioning; 
INT = Interpersonal Relations; SCSE = Social-Cognitive and Social-Emotional Functioning; LIFE = 






Table 2.3.  
 
Confirmatory Factor Analyses: Summary of Model Fit Statistics 
 χ2 df Δ χ2 Δ df Sig CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR 
Study 1: Model Results for the 189-item Version          
Baseline Model: Two-Factor Model of AARC 
 
134.02 34 - - .00 .93 .91 .12 .07 
Two-Factor Model of AARC with domain score error 
terms correlated 
 
72.98 29 61.04a 5 .00 .97 .95 .087 .06 
Study 2: Model Results for the 100-item Version          
Baseline Model: Two-Factor Model of AARC 
 
310.28 34 - - .00 .92 .90 .12 .06 
Two-Factor Model of AARC with domain score error 
terms correlated 
 
256.28 29 54.00 a 5 .00 .94 .90 .12 .06 
Final Two-Factor Model of AARC with domain score 
error terms correlated; Phys– correlated with Life– 
 
162.02 28 94.26 a 1 .00 .96 .94 .09 .05 
Study 3: Model Results for the 50-item Version          
Baseline Model: Two-Factor Model of AARC 
 
99.67 34 - - .00 .97 .96 .07 .04 
Two-Factor Model of AARC with domain score error 
terms correlated 
 
93.36 29 6.31 5 .00 .97 .96 .07 .04 
Final Two-Factor Model of AARC with Phys– 
correlated with other four losses domains 
51.11 30 48.56 b 4 .00 .99 .99 .04 .03 
Note: CFI = Comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; SRMR = square root mean residual; 
Phys– = AARC Physical Negative; Life– = AARC Lifestyle Negative.  
aIndicates significantly better fit compared to the previous model, based on chi-square critical value for specified change in degrees of freedom, p < .05. 






Table 2.4.  
 
Descriptive Statistics for the AARC Subscales across the Three Studies  
 Study 1 
(N = 396) 
Study 2 
 (N = 586)  
Study 3 
(N = 424) 
 M (SD) α ITCs (Range) M (SD) α ITCs (Range) M (SD) α ITCs (Range) 
Positive-Valence           
PHYS+  
 
2.83 (.78) .85 .33 - .72 2.87 (.80) .87 .36 - .72 3.08 (.92) .81 .44 - .65 
COG+ 
 
3.13 (.68) .88 .42 - .64 3.13 (.73) .85 .47 - .65 3.02 (.82) .81 .50 - .66 
INT+ 
 
2.94 (.57) .87 .29 - .65 2.98 (.76) .85 .32 - .69 3.19 (.83) .75 .29 - .64 
SCSE+ 
 
3.14 (.58) .89 .15 - .63 3.35 (.78) .86 .35 - .67 3.48 (.91) .83 .63 - .68 
LIFE+ 
 
3.13 (.63) .84 .13 - .65 2.97 (.74) .80 .22 - .67 3.14  (.97) .81 .53 - .71 
AARC-Gains 
 
3.06 (.53) .88 .52 - .88  3.06 (.62) .86 .51 - .81 3.18 (.74) .89 .63 - .85 
Negative-Valence          
PHYS-  
 
2.68 (.66) .90 .23 - .75 2.60 (.86) .91 .48 - .78 2.65 (.92) .87 .62 - .76 
COG- 
 
2.33 (.70) .92 .43 - .76 2.20 (.76) .90 .41 - .77 2.00 (.73) .85 .60 - .74 
INT- 
 
2.11 (.46) .79 .11 - .57 1.73 (.60) .81 .30 - .64 1.54 (.60) .74 .44 - .57 
SCSE- 
 
2.20 (.53) .86 .09 - .63 2.35 (.63) .76 .35 - .54 1.95 (.71) .75 .44 - .67 
LIFE- 
 
2.25 (.66) .85  .26 - .66 2.36 (.82) .88 .47 - .76 2.27 (.82) .73 .26 - .64 
AARC-Losses 2.33 (.53) .92 .78 - .87  2.25 (.62) .89 .67 - .86 2.08 (.63) .88  .63 - 84 
Note: AARC Domain Abbreviations: PHYS = Health and Physical Functioning; COG = Cognitive Functioning; INT = Interpersonal Relations; SCSE = 

















































Age Stereotype – Family & Partnership 
 





Age Stereotype – Friends & Acquaintances 
 



















Age Stereotype – Personality  
 
 .14**  -.26** 
 
-1.88 





















Note: Felt age is coded such that a negative score indicates feeling younger (e.g. reflecting a more positive 
perception of aging). ATOA = attitudes toward own aging scale. AgeCog = Scales for aging-related cognitions. 

















 B SE (B) B SE (B) B SE (B) B SE (B) 
AARC-189 (Study 1) 
N = 164 
        
AARC-Gains -1.68* .65 2.22** .83 3.55** 1.13 2.18* 1.09 
AARC-Losses 5.36*** .67 -5.11*** .85 -8.83*** 1.16 -7.27*** 1.12 
Total  R2 .27 .17 .25 .19 
Adjusted  R2 .26 .16 .24 .18 
F 
 
32.33*** 18.51*** 29.16*** 20.98*** 
AARC-100 (Study 1) 
N = 164 
    
AARC-Gains -1.32* .56 1.57* .71 2.36* .94 1.98* .93 
AARC-Losses 4.14*** .55 -3.60*** .70 -7.48*** .93 -5.50 .92 
Total  R2 .24 .13 .27 .17 
Adjusted  R2 .24 .12 .26 .16 
F 
 
28.87*** 13.75*** 32.95*** 18.15*** 
AARC-50 (Study 1) 
N = 164 
    
AARC-Gains -1.12* .51 1.35* .65 2.12* .87 1.83* .86 
AARC-Losses 4.14*** .55 -3.91*** .69 -7.43*** .92 -5.59*** .91 
Total  R2 .25 .16 .27 .18 
Adjusted  R2 .24 .15 .26 .17 
F 
 
29.27*** 16.74*** 33.13*** 19.41*** 
 AARC-50 (Study 3) 
N = 423 
        
AARC-Gains -1.11*** .27 1.53*** .36 .66 .46 1.43** .50 
AARC-Losses 4.99*** .32 -4.18*** .43 -7.77*** .54 -5.93*** .59 
Total  R2 .38 .20 .33 .20 
Adjusted  R2 .38 .20 .32 .20 
F 128.46*** 53.33*** 101.97*** 52.87*** 
Note. * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.  Study 1 models represent longitudinal predictions to health and well-







Figure 2.1. Measurement model of AARC. Fully standardized coefficients from the final models are reported for 









Examination of Associations Among Three Distinct Subjective Aging Constructs and their 




Objectives: Given the variation in approaches to conceptualizing Awareness of Aging 
(AoA) this study examined: 1) The empirical associations among three AoA constructs: Felt 
Age, Attitudes toward Own Aging (ATOA) and Awareness of Age-Related Change (AARC); 
and 2) the predictive relevance of the AoA constructs with regard to two developmental 
correlates: Physical functioning and satisfaction with life. Methods: Participants were 819 adults 
ages 40-98 from the U.S. and Germany. Parallel multiple mediation analyses and hierarchical 
regression were used. Results: Correlational findings suggested that the three constructs 
represent related, yet distinct, facets of AoA. AARC mediated the association between the two 
more implicit measures of AoA (Felt Age and ATOA) and the developmental correlates. 
Specifically, feeling older than one’s actual age predicted more AARC-Losses, which predicted 
poorer health and well-being. Holding negative ATOA predicted more AARC-Losses and fewer 
AARC-Gains, which predicted poorer health and well-being. The multidimensional measure, 
AARC, accounted for a significant amount of the variance in the developmental correlates over 
and above the unidimensional AoA constructs. A consistent pattern emerged supporting the role 
of domain-specificity and valence. Discussion: These findings support the need for 
                                                 
2 Brothers, A., Miche, M., Wahl, H.-W., & Diehl, M. (2015). Examination of Associations Among Three Distinct Subjective 
Aging Constructs and Their Relevance for Predicting Developmental Correlates. The Journals of Gerontology, Series B: 




conceptualizing AoA across different behavioral domains, and for distinguishing between 
positive and negative AoA.  
Introduction 
Recent research has focused a great deal on individuals’ perceptions of their own aging, 
often referred to as ubjective aging (SA; Diehl, Wahl et al., 2014). SA is an overarching term, 
referring to many different conceptualizations of the ways in which individuals experience the 
aging process. Although extensive evidence documents the association between measures of SA 
and important outcomes such as health and well-being (Westerhof et al., 2014), the empirical 
associations among various SA constructs are currently not well understood. 
Given the variety of ways in which SA has been conceptualized over the past several 
decades, the objective of the present study was to explore the empirical inter-relations among 
three constructs that differ in complexity of measurement (Diehl, Wahl et al., 2014): Felt Age, 
Attitudes Toward Own Aging (ATOA), and a new construct, Awareness of Age-Related Change 
(AARC). Using data from a combined sample of U.S. and German adults, we examined these 
constructs as they relate to one another and as they relate to two key developmental correlates: 
Functional health and life satisfaction. Both physical and psychological correlates were of 
interest because they are common outcome variables in subjective aging research (Mock & 
Eibach, 2011; Westerhof et al., 2014) and represent key indicators of successful aging. 
Moreover, the three SA constructs may show differential associations with these developmental 
correlates, yet this question has not been addressed in the literature.  
Rationale for the Selection of the Three Measures of Subjective Aging 
Traditional approaches to conceptualizing SA have relied primarily on measures that are 




Felt Age (Kastenbaum et al., 1972) draws upon the notion that an individual’s perceived age may 
deviate from his or her chronological age as a consequence of “anchoring and adjusting one’s 
age” (Montepare, 2009, p. 43) in response to situational age-relevant experiences. The lack of 
explicit reference to individuals’ specific personal aging experiences might be regarded as a 
limitation of felt age ratings (Diehl, Wahl et al., 2014). Thus felt age captures SA at a rather 
general level, but is nonetheless a powerful predictor of developmental outcomes, including 
health and well-being (Barrett, 2003; Hubley & Russell, 2009; Westerhof & Barrett, 2005). 
(Although Kastenbaum and colleagues (1972) proposed several dimensions of subjective age 
(e.g., look age, feel age, do age, and interest age), felt age is the most commonly used stand-
alone measure in psychological aging research and therefore is not actually treated as the 
multidimensional construct it was first conceptualized to be; Kastenbaum et al., 1972).  
The ATOA scale (Lawton, 1975) uses a global evaluation of a person’s aging process and 
can be regarded as reflecting a general attitude with which an individual approaches his or her 
own aging. In general, attitudes are composed of affective, cognitive, and behavioral components 
(cf., Eagly & Chaiken, 1998; Fiske & Taylor, 1991). The way the items of the ATOA scale are 
phrased (e.g., “Do things keep getting worse as you get older?”) suggest that ATOA captures 
mainly affective and cognitive responses to a person’s own aging. Like felt age, ATOA is 
associated with many developmental outcomes, including health and well-being (Bryant et al., 
2012; Levy, 2003; Moser et al., 2011). 
The AARC construct (Diehl & Wahl, 2010) is presented as a third variant of SA 
assessment because of its emphasis on multidimensionality and the valence of adults’ reported 
experiences. Although multidimensional approaches of SA have been suggested for some time 




2014) allow for a more elaborated conceptualization of SA. Based on this background, AARC 
captures a person’s experienced age-related change in terms of gains and losses in a total of five 
behavioral domains, such as physical health or cognitive functioning (Diehl & Wahl, 2010). 
According to the definition provided by Diehl and Wahl (2010), AARC is comprised of “all 
those experiences that make a person aware that his or her behavior, level of performance, or 
ways of experiencing his or her life have changed as a consequence of having grown older (i.e., 
increased chronological age)” (p. 340). The authors assume that as individuals age AARC 
becomes part of their self-knowledge incorporating both content-related and evaluative 
information about subjectively experienced age-related changes. Therefore, in contrast to Felt 
Age and ATOA, AARC relies on actual behavioral experiences, self-reflection, and conscious 
awareness, which require individuals to recognize or evaluate specific experiences of age-related 
change. AARC thus is viewed as being rooted in adults’ every-day age-related behaviors and 
experiences (Miche, Wahl et al., 2014) and is considered a behavior-specific measure of SA.  
Empirical Associations among the SA Constructs 
Although the three SA constructs have been shown to be associated with developmental 
correlates, the extent to which the different SA constructs may interact with one another to 
influence developmental outcomes has not yet been examined. One way of understanding how 
various SA constructs are related to one another is to consider the extent to which they rely on 
global versus behavior-specific evaluations. Thus, based on their conceptual distinctions, the SA 
constructs in this study can be ordered on a continuum of rating specificity, such that Felt Age 
and ATOA are at the “global” end of the continuum, whereas AARC is at the “behavior-




We argue based on theoretical reasoning that negative global SA ratings operate as a 
cognitive schema (Hummert, 2011) priming individuals to expect and notice primarily negative 
age-related changes (e.g. AARC-Losses), thereby impeding behaviors that promote physical and 
psychological well-being. Conversely, positive global SA prime individuals to experience more 
positive age-related changes (e.g. AARC-Gains) and therefore motivate behaviors that promote 
physical and psychological well-being (Diehl & Wahl, 2010). Such a pathway is consistent with 
stereotype embodiment theory, which posits that SA exerts its influence on health and well-being 
through a series of psychological, behavioral, and physiological pathways (Levy, 2009). 
However, pathways by which behavior-specific SA mediates the effects of global SA on health 
and well-being have not yet been empirically tested. 
 Furthermore, it seems reasonable to assume that such pathways may function differently 
depending on an individual’s age. With age, individuals become increasingly heterogeneous as a 
result of varying life experiences and differential developmental trajectories (Löckenhoff et al., 
2009). Furthermore, subjective aging experiences occur throughout the adult lifespan, but very 
likely take on different meaning at different life stages (Barrett & Montepare, 2015). For 
instance, perceptions of growing older in one’s 50’s may involve fairly benign physical changes 
such as graying hair or wrinkles. In contrast, the experience of growing older in one’s 80’s or 
90’s may involve more serious losses in physical health, social relationships, and functional 
independence (Nilsson, Sarvimäki, & Ekman, 2000). Therefore, the associations among 
measures of global SA, specific SA, and developmental correlates are likely moderated by 






Differential Associations of SA Constructs With Health and Well-Being 
Because of their differing measurement structures with regard to multidimensionality and 
valence, the three SA measures are expected to be differentially related to health and well-being. 
The role of multidimensionality is important for understanding the associations between SA and 
developmental correlates because domain-specific effects have been found in experimental and 
longitudinal research with regard to age stereotypes (Levy & Leifheit-Limson, 2009; Wurm et 
al., 2013). For instance, in an experimental task, participants exposed to negative age stereotype 
words experienced the strongest effects on performance for behaviors in a corresponding 
domain. Specifically, exposure to words such as feeble and shaky exerted a stronger negative 
effect on a domain-similar balance task than on a cognitive task (Levy & Leifheit-Limson, 
2009). In a similar vein, Kornadt and Rothermund (2012) showed that the integration of age 
stereotypes into adults’ self-views was dependent upon life domain and, thus, highlighted the 
importance of considering domain-specific age stereotypes. However, domain-specificity for SA 
constructs other than age stereotypes has not yet been systematically evaluated.  
The valence of aging experiences is also an important measurement characteristic to take 
into account when evaluating the associations between SA and health and well-being. Although 
traditional SA constructs treat positive and negative attitudes toward aging as two ends of the 
same continuum, newer SA constructs acknowledge positive and negative experiences as being 
mostly independent of one another. AARC considers both age-related gains and losses across all
five behavioral domains, positioning valence as a superordinate dimension of domain-specific 
SA (Wahl et al., 2013). The distinction of valence is important because negative SA may have a 
stronger detrimental and more pervasive effect on adults’ behavior than the potentially protective 




exerted almost three times as large of an effect on behavioral outcomes, such as memory and 
motor tasks, compared to priming positive age stereotypes (Meisner, 2012). 
Research Questions and Expectations 
Given the variation in approaches to assessing SA, this study had three objectives: (1) To 
investigate empirical relationships among the SA measures and developmental correlates using 
mediation analyses; (2) to examine the extent to which age has a moderating effect on these 
mediation pathways; and (3) to examine the predictive relevance of three SA measures with 
regard to functional health and satisfaction with life, while evaluating the role of 
multidimensionality and valence. Regarding the first question, we expected that the measure of 
AARC would mediate the association between the global SA measures (i.e., Felt Age, ATOA) 
and the developmental correlates because it draws on specific behavioral experiences. Regarding 
the second question, we expected that the association between SA and the developmental 
correlates would be stronger for older individuals compared to younger individuals. Finally, 
regarding the third research question, compared to the unidimensional measures, we expected 
that the multidimensional measure would account for a significantly greater portion of variance 
in both developmental correlates after controlling for a number of covariates. We also expected a 
domain-specific effect such that a match between the respective SA dimension (e.g., SA in the 
physical functioning domain) and developmental correlate (e.g. functional health) would result in 
a relatively stronger association compared to non-matching dimensions. Further, we expected 
that the associations between SA and the developmental correlates would be relatively stronger 







Participants and Procedures 
The sample was comprised of 819 community-residing adults ages 40-98 years old (M = 
64.13 years, SD = 12.85 years) from the U.S. and Germany (see Table 3.1). More than half of 
participants were women (60.0%), 62.1% were married, and 49.2% were retired. Participants 
reported above-average education (U.S.: M = 16.80 years, SD = 2.67 years; Germany: M = 11.53 
years, SD = 1.96 years) and income (U.S.: median gross annual income $70,000 - $79,999; 
Germany: median monthly net income: € 2,500 – € 2,999), and rated their health as very good 
(M = 5.05, SD = .89, with 6 = Excellent). The sample was analyzed in the aggregate for the 
present study. Although statistically significant mean differences were found between the two 
samples with regard to several of the key variables of interest, the differences were small in 
terms of practical significance (Cohen’s d range: .12 - .29), reflecting small effect sizes (Cohen, 
1988). 
Participants were recruited by posting study announcements in public locations and by 
word of mouth. They completed a self-report questionnaire packet, which took approximately 1 
to 1 ½ hours. Both sites followed identical procedures for data collection, and all participants 
provided informed consent as required by institutional policies at the respective universities. No 
financial compensation was provided. Participants were free of self-reported memory 
complaints, and their primary language matched the language of the questionnaire (English or 
German).  
Measures 
To ensure consistency of measurement across countries, the questionnaire packet was 




been used successfully in in the literature for felt age (e.g., Westerhof & Barrett, 2005), ATOA 
(Moor, Zimprich, Schmitt, & Kliegel, 2006), SF-36 (Bullinger & Kirchberger, 1998), and SWLS 
(Schumacher, Klaiberg, & Brähler, 2003). A rigorous translation/back-translation process 
(involving four independent bilingual speakers, two of whom were native English speakers and 
two of whom were native German speakers), was employed for the AARC questionnaire to 
ensure that similar meaning was conveyed in both English and German.  
Felt Age. Felt Age was measured by the one-item question adapted from the National 
Survey of Midlife Development in the United States (MIDUS): “Many people feel older or 
younger than they actually are. Fill in the age (in years) that you feel most of the time: ___” 
(Barrett, 2003, p. S104). Answers were provided in whole numbers that represented ages, and a 
proportional discrepancy score between a person’s actual chronological age and Felt Age was 
computed according to the procedures described by Rubin and Berntsen (2006). Calculating 
proportional discrepancy scores rather than absolute difference scores has the advantage that the 
difference between actual and Felt Age can be expressed relative to a person’s actual age. That 
is, a score of -.10 indicates that a person feels 10% younger relative to his or her actual age. The 
reliability and validity of this single-item measure of Felt Age are well established, nationally 
and cross-culturally (Barak, 2009). 
 Attitudes toward own aging. Attitudes toward one’s own aging were measured using the 
Attitudes Toward Own Aging measure, a 5-item subscale of the Philadelphia Geriatric Center 
Morale Scale (Lawton, 1975). The items reflect an overall evaluation of an individual’s aging 
experience, and ask respondents to consider whether life is better or worse now compared to 
younger years. The response format for the items is dichotomous (better/worse, yes/no), and a 




the number of responses to devise a proportion score, such that a score of 1.00 reflected all 
positive responses and a score of 0.00 reflected all negative responses. The ATOA measure is 
widely used in SA research (Miche et al., 2014). Evidence for the unidimensional factor structure 
of the items was provided by Liang and Bollen (1983). The internal consistency reliability for the 
current sample was acceptable (Cronbach’s α = .69).  
 Awareness of age-related change. A long version (189 items) of a newly developed 
questionnaire was used to assess perceived ag -related changes across five behavioral domains 
(Diehl & Wahl, 2010): Health and physical functioning (PHYS); cognitive functioning (COG); 
interpersonal relations (INT), social-cognitive and social-emotional functioning (SC/SE); and 
lifestyle and engagement (LIFE). Items in each domain assess either positive (gains) or negative 
(losses) perceptions of age-r lated changes. The item stem is, “With my increasing age, I realize 
that… .” and the response format ranges from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much). A sample gain item 
(INT+ domain) is, “… my family has become more important to me.” A sample loss item (LIFE-
domain) is, “… I have not accomplished the things that I wanted to accomplish.” Unit-weighted 
scale scores were calculated, such that higher scores reflect more age-related changes.  
The psychometric properties of the AARC questionnaire are well-supported in our 
sample (Diehl, Brothers, Wettstein, Miche, & Wahl, 2013). First, exploratory and confirmatory 
factor analyses support an overarching 2-factor structure, representing perceived age-related 
gains and perceived age-related losses across all five domains. AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses 
scores are primarily used for the analyses reported here, although scale scores from the 
theoretically derived 5 behavioral domains are used for the domain-specific correlational 




dimensions and good regarding the behavioral domains (AARC-Gains: α = .96; AARC-Losses α 
= .96; 10 behavioral domains: α = .79 - .92).  
 Functional health. Functional health was measured using the Short Form 36 Health and 
Well-Being questionnaire, version 2 (SF-36v2; Ware et al., 2007). The SF-36 is widely used in 
public health studies and medical research. The physical component summary score was used, 
which represents a composite of four scale scores: physical functioning, ability to complete daily 
tasks, bodily pain, and general health. Items are rated on a 3- or 5-point rating scale and a higher 
score represents better functional health. The reliability and validity of the SF-36 are well-
established (Ware et al., 2007), and the internal consistency reliability for the current sample was 
satisfactory (α = .83). 
Satisfaction with life. The satisfaction with life scale (SWLS; Diener, Emmons, Larsen, 
& Griffin, 1985) was used to measure subjective well-being. The SWLS includes five items, 
such as, I am satisfied with the overall state of affairs in my life. It ms are rated on a scale from 1 
(Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree). A higher score indicates greater satisfaction with life. 
The scale requires an overall cognitive evaluation of one’s life, and has been extensively used as 
an indicator of subjective well-being. Reliability and validity of this scale are well established 
(Diener et al., 1985). Cronbach’s alpha in the present study was .87.  
Demographic and control variables. Because the experience of aging has been shown to 
differ as a function of various demographic characteristics, such as socio-economic status 
(Settersten & Hagestad, 2015), we included age, sex, education, and income as control variables. 
Education was classified into three categories based on the highest degree that was received: low 
(U.S.: high school degree or equivalent or below; GER: secondary school or below); medium 




education (U.S.: Master’s, Doctorate, Medical/Dental, or Law degree; GER: academic degree). 
A three-category variable was computed for low, medium, and high income, based on tertiles of 
the entire sample. 
Analyses 
Analyses were performed using SPSS (Version 22). We tested the main assumptions 
required for performing analyses based on the general linear model, including linear associations 
among variables, univariate and multivariate normality, and multicollinearity. Fifteen cases were 
identified as outliers (z-scored variable > 3.29; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). We conducted 
analyses twice: once with the outliers included and another time with them excluded. Because 
the results of both sets of analyses were basically identical, we deemed that the outliers were not 
influential cases. Therefore, all outliers were retained for all analyses. Mediation and moderated 
mediation models were performed using the SPSS MEDIATE macro (Hayes, 2012), and 
moderated mediation models were estimated with the PROCESS macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2013). 
To evaluate the statistical significance of the indirect effects and conditional indirect effects, 
10,000 bootstrapped samples were drawn and 95% confidence intervals were calculated. 
Confidence intervals that do not include zero indicate a statistically significant effect (Hayes 
2013). To evaluate the statistical significance of the indirect effects, 10,000 bootstrapped 
samples were drawn and 95% confidence intervals were calculated (Hayes 2013). Due to 
problems with multicollinearity when the ten behavioral AARC scale scores were used and for 
reasons of parsimony, the regression and mediation models were performed using the two 







Research Question 1: Examining Associations Among the SA Constructs 
Descriptive statistics. Table 3.2 presents bivariate correlations among the SA constructs 
and the two developmental correlates. Overall, associations among the measures were in the 
expected directions. Correlations among the SA constructs ranged from no association to large 
effects. Felt Age showed a small-to-medium correlation with ATOA (r = -.26, p < .001) and with 
AARC-Losses (r = .24, p < .001). ATOA showed a small association with AARC-Gains (r = .12 
p < .001), and a large association with AARC-Losses (r =  -.53, p < .001). The correlation 
between Felt Age and AARC-Gains reached statistical significance but did not represent a 
substantively meaningful relationship (r =  .09, p = .014). AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses 
showed a medium-sized association (r = .35, p < .001). This pattern of findings suggests that, 
although the various constructs are related, they are also assessing different aspects of SA. In 
addition, the correlational findings suggest that SA captures something quite distinct from 
chronological age, as shown by correlation coefficients ranging in magnitude from .06 to .33. 
The three SA constructs were associated with the developmental correlates to varying 
degrees, a pattern which supports the idea of differential contributions. The strongest correlation 
with functional health was found for AARC-Losses (r = -.51, p < .001). Satisfaction with life 
was most strongly associated with ATOA (r = .47, p < .001).  
Going further, a pattern of domain-specificity for the multidimensional construct of 
AARC was apparent in the bivariate correlations (Table 3.2). AARC in the domains of physical 
health (r = -.58; p < .001) and lifestyle and engagement (r = -.56; p < .001) both showed a strong 
association with the functional health outcome measure, likely reflecting increasing difficulty to 




interpersonal relationships (r = -.20, p < .001) and social-cognitive/social-emotional 
development (r = -.34, p < .001) showed the strongest associations with satisfaction with life, a 
pattern which reflects the importance of social-emotional development for well-being.  
AARC as a mediator between global SA and the developmental correlates. To 
evaluate the role of a behavior-specific SA measure (e.g. AARC) as a potential mediator of the 
association between global measures of SA (e.g. Felt Age, ATOA) and the developmental 
correlates, we performed four separate parallel multiple mediator analyses. Each analysis is 
described in detail below and results are illustrated in Figure 3.1.  
AARC as a mediator between Felt Age and functional health. Results of the mediation 
analysis showed that feeling older than one’s chronological age predicted the awareness of more 
negative age-related changes, which, in turn, was associated with poorer functional health 
(Figure 3.1, Panel A). There was no significant association between Felt Age and AARC-Gains. 
The 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals sample for the indirect effect through AARC-Losses 
did not include zero, indicating that the indirect effect through AARC-Losses was significantly 
different from zero. This model accounted for a significant amount of the variance in functional 
health (R2 = .33, p < .001). The findings were indicative of partial mediation, as the direct effect 
of Felt Age on functional health was attenuated but remained significant when the mediators 
were added to the model. Calculating the ratio of the indirect effect to the total effect indicated 
that approximately 59% of the effect of Felt Age was mediated by AARC. These results 
supported the role of AARC-Losses as a partial mediator of the association between Felt Age 
and functional health. 
AARC as a mediator between Felt Age and satisfaction with life. In the corresponding 




one’s chronological age was predictive of more AARC-Losses (but not of AARC-Gains), which 
was predictive of lower satisfaction with life (Figure 3.1, Panel B). The ratio of the indirect 
effect to the total effect indicated that approximately 87% of the effect of Felt Age was mediated 
by AARC. The indirect effect through AARC-Losses was significantly different from zero, 
indicating that AARC-Losses was a full mediator of the effect of Felt Age on satisfaction with 
life.  
AARC as a mediator between ATOA and functional health.  Results of this analysis 
showed that holding more positive ATOA predicted the perception of positive age-related 
changes (i.e., AARC-Gains), which was then associated with better functional health (Figure 3.1, 
Panel C). In contrast, holding more negative ATOA predicted the perception of more negative 
age-related changes (i.e., AARC-Losses), which was then associated with poorer functional 
health. The ratio of the indirect effect to the total effect indicated that approximately 51% of the 
effect of ATOA on functional health was mediated by AARC. The indirect effects through 
AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses were significantly different from zero, suggesting that both 
AARC scales functioned as partial mediators in the association between ATOA and functional 
health. 
AARC as a mediator between ATOA and Satisfaction with Life. In the corresponding 
analysis related to satisfaction with life, we found that holding positive ATOA was predictive of 
more AARC-Gains, which was predictive of higher satisfaction with life (Figure 3.1, Panel D). 
Similarly, holding more negative ATOA was predictive of more AARC-Losses, which was then 
predictive of lower satisfaction with life. The ratio of the indirect effect to the total effect 




and AARC-Losses served as partial mediators of the effect of ATOA on satisfaction with life, as 
the indirect effects were significantly different from zero. 
Finally, the mediation models also provided evidence for the differential role of valence, 
as the indirect effect through AARC-Losses was relatively larger compared to the indirect effect 
through AARC-Gains. This finding provides further evidence to support our hypothesis that the 
awareness of negative age-related changes plays a stronger role in explaining the effect of 
negative implicit views of aging on negative developmental correlates than does the awareness 
of positive age-related changes.  
Research Question 2: Moderated Mediation Analyses 
Because our study sample covered a wide age range, we examined whether chronological 
age moderated the mediating pathways analyzed in Research Question 1. We performed 
conditional process analyses (Hayes, 2013) for each of the four models depicted in Figure 3.1 
and tested the moderating effect of age on the indirect effect. The conditional effect was 
calculated for three levels of the moderator: the mean sample age and one standard deviation 
above and below the mean. Furthermore, because it is plausible to expect that age could exert its 
moderating effect on the pathway between global SA and AARC, or between AARC and the 
outcome, age was tested as a potential moderator on both individual pathways. To summarize the 
results of these analyses, the effect of global measures of SA on functional health through AARC 
depended on age, with this effect being stronger for older individuals. Age did not function as a 
moderator of the effect of global SA on well-being through AARC. The results from the 





Age moderation of felt age to functional health through AARC. As can be seen in 
Table 3.3, age did not moderate the pathways from felt age to AARC-Gains (B = -1.53, p = .12) 
or from felt age to AARC-Losses (B = -1.31, p = .17). Similarly, age did not function as a 
moderator on the direct effect from felt age to functional health (B = -.01, p = .93). However, 
age did moderate the pathway from AARC-Gains to functional health (B = .001, p = .006) as 
well as from AARC-Losses to functional health (B = -.001, p = .001). Specifically, the effect of 
AARC-Losses on physical function was stronger for older individuals. The conditional indirect 
effect of felt age on functional health was relatively stronger for older individuals (See Table 3.4 
and Figure 3.2).  
We generated two plots (Figure 3.2) to illustrate the nature of the moderating effect of 
age on functional health. Panel A depicts the conditional nature of the relationship between 
AARC-Gains and functional health at three levels of the moderator, and Panel B illustrates the 
relationship between AARC-Losses and functional health as a function of age. 
Research Question 3: Examining the Predictive Relevance of the SA Constructs 
 Hierarchical regression analysis was used to examine the predictive relevance of the three 
SA constructs with regard to the two developmental correlates (see Table 3.5). This approach 
allowed us to examine whether the multidimensional measure of SA accounted for significant 
amounts of variance over and above the unidimensional measures as follows: In the first step, the 
control variables age, sex, education and income were entered into the model. In Steps 2 and 3, 
the unidimensional SA measures were entered into the model, followed by the AARC-Gains and 
AARC-Losses scale scores together in the final step. 
As shown in Table 3.5, AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses significantly predicted the 




Felt Age and ATOA. The control variables and unidimensional SA measures accounted for 
26.6% of the variance in functional health, and the AARC scales accounted for an additional 
7.6%. Regarding satisfaction with life, the control variables and unidimensional SA measures 
accounted for 31.0% of the variance, and the AARC scales accounted for an additional 5.3%.  In 
both cases, the addition of the AARC scales represented a statistically significant change in R2. 
Controlling for the other variables in the model, AARC-Losses was the strongest predictor of 
functional health (β = -.37, p < .001). With regard to satisfaction with life, both AARC-Gains (β 
= .24, p < .001) and AARC-Losses (β = -.28, p < .001) were significant predictors after taking 
into account the control variables. The demographic variables chronological age (β = .28, p < 
.001) and income (β = .27, p < .001) were also comparably strong predictors of satisfaction with 
life. Felt Age predicted functional health (β = .08, p < .05), but did not significantly predict 
satisfaction with life once the other SA measures were added to the model. ATOA was a 
significant predictor of functional health (β = .18, p < .001), and of satisfaction with life (β = .26, 
p < .001). Altogether, the predictors accounted for 34% of the variance in functional health, and 
36% of the variance in satisfaction with life.  
In order to determine the variance accounted for by the behavior specific SA measures 
before adding the global measures into the model AARC, we repeated the above analyses by 
reversing the order of the subjective aging measures. AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses accounted 
for 21.9% of the variance in functional health and 19.6% of the variance in satisfaction with life, 
respectively, when entered before the other subjective aging variables. The unidimensional 
measures then added an additional 2.8% of the variance in functional health and 4.2% of the 




 The regression results provided support for the differential effects of positive and 
negative valence (Table 3.5). Controlling for other variables in the model, AARC-Losses was a 
significantly stronger predictor of functional health (β = -.37) than was AARC-Gains (β = .07). 
With regard to the prediction of satisfaction with life, the AARC valences predicted the outcome 
in a comparable way (AARC-Gains β = .24; AARC-Losses β = -.28).  
Discussion 
Renewed interest in the topic of SA has been accompanied by increased variation in the 
conceptualization and measurement of its underlying constructs. The contributions of the present 
work include: 1) Providing new insights about the associations among three distinct SA 
constructs; 2) Illustrating the conditional effect of chronological age upon such associations; and 
3) Showing how the three SA constructs differentially relate to functional health and satisfaction 
with life.  
The first contribution of this study is the finding that Felt Age, ATOA, and AARC 
represent related, yet distinct facets of SA. Furthermore, we found support for the theoretical 
argument posited by Diehl, Wahl et al. (2014) that a behavior-specific measure of SA (i.e. 
AARC) would mediate the associations between more global measures of SA (i.e. Felt Age and 
ATOA) and measures of functional health and life satisfaction. A consistent pattern emerged 
across four mediation analyses: Holding global negative SA – in the form of feeling older than 
one’s age or espousing negative attitudes about one’s own aging – was associated with reporting 
more negative behavior-specific age-related changes, and this pathway was consistent with lower 
physical and psychological functioning. In the case of ATOA (but not Felt Age), there was also a 




associated with the awareness of more positive behavior-specific age-related changes (e.g. 
AARC-Gains), which was, in turn, predictive of better physical and psychological functioning. 
The finding that AARC-Losses was a stronger mediating variable than AARC-Gains was 
consistent with previous research showing that negative SA tends to exert a stronger influence on 
behavioral outcomes than positive SA. For example, Hummert (2011) discussed that negative 
age stereotypes have considerable persuasive power in Western societies and, hence, can also be 
expected to become more behaviorally relevant than positive age stereotypes. Similarly, a meta-
analysis showed that negative SA had about twice the influence on negative outcomes than 
positive aging attitudes had on positive outcomes (Meisner, 2012). Therefore, as others have 
argued, we also conclude that the negative constructions of one’s own aging experience may be 
relatively more important for affecting behavioral outcomes than positive SA. Behavioral 
interventions represent one approach to counteracting the harmful effects of negative SA among 
adults, and these findings should be taken into account when designing such interventions. For 
example, it may be that mitigating negative loss-oriented views of aging results in stronger and 
more lasting intervention effects than strengthening a gain-oriented view of aging. 
As a result of the mediation analyses we found that more global measures of SA showed 
little to no association with the behavior-specific measures of positive SA (AARC-gains). 
Therefore, we conclude that it is primarily the negative experiences that people draw upon when 
asked to evaluate their own aging experience in a spontaneous and global way, such as with Felt 
Age or ATOA. This is not to say, however, that positive experiences of aging are irrelevant; 
rather, we expect that cognitions about positive age-related changes simply require more 




Second, the present study contributes to the literature by illustrating that the associations 
between measures of SA and developmental correlates is conditional upon age. With the wide 
age range of our sample (40 – 98 years old), we found that with increasing age, the experience of 
more negative age-related changes is more strongly associated with poorer functional health. 
Similarly, the experience of more positive age-related changes at an older age is more strongly 
tied to better functional health. One possible explanation for this finding is that, because physical 
and psychological resource losses become more severe at older ages, it might become 
increasingly difficult for older adults to counter the detrimental effects of negative views of 
aging, for example through the use self-regulation strategies (Wurm et al., 2013). The pattern of 
findings from the present study suggests that when it comes to the effects of AARC on 
developmental outcomes, functional health may be a more salient and self-relevant marker than 
life satisfaction. Such a finding underscores the importance of combatting negative views on 
aging throughout adulthood in order to minimize negative effects of SA on later life outcomes. 
To our knowledge, there is limited evidence to date regarding the moderating role of age on the 
association between SA and health and well-being. For instance, Spuling et al.(2013) found no 
evidence for differential effects of SA on health as a function of age. However, age was 
examined as a dichotomous variable, comparing middle-aged to older adults, and this approach 
may explain the lack of an age-moderation effect. Therefore, additional inquiry is warranted in 
this area. 
A third contribution of the study is the finding that the three SA constructs showed 
differential predictive relevance with regard to functional health and satisfaction with life. As 
expected, the multidimensional SA measure, AARC, accounted for a significant amount of 




evidence for a pattern of domain-specificity in that SA specific to physical functioning had a 
relatively stronger predictive association with the functional health outcome variable. Similarly, 
there was a differential valence effect in that negative SA predicted functional health much more 
strongly than did positive SA. Interestingly, there was no effect of valence for predicting 
satisfaction with life, as both positive and negative SA coefficients were of similar magnitude.  
Limitations and Future Directions 
A few limitations must be considered. First, the nature of the sample carries some 
limitations. It should be kept in mind that the current data are cross-sectional and correlational in 
nature. A more definitive analysis of the causal mechanisms in the interplay between measures 
of SA and developmental outcomes will require longitudinal extensions (Preacher, 2015). For 
instance, it remains to be tested whether opposite mediating pathways may exist: Does poorer 
(better) functional health lead to more awareness of negative (positive) age-related changes 
which then leads to more negative (positive) global subjective aging? Another limitation of the 
sample is that includes individuals in relatively good health, and therefore, the relationships 
between SA and the developmental correlates is not representative of individuals experiencing 
significant health problems.  
A second limitation of the study is that it is impossible to untangle differential effects of 
chronological age and cohort given the present sample. We included a wide age range and used 
age 40 as the entry age into our study as an indicator of entering midlife—a lif  phase when 
reflections about one’s own age and aging start to increase noticeably (Dörner, Mickler, & 
Staudinger, 2005). With regard to cohort issues, it may be the case that cohort effects are present 
because current cohorts of old and very old adults may have internalized more negative views of 




generation to eschew traditional social conventions (Miche et al., 2015). However, longitudinal 
data are needed to explore the nature of cohort differences and similarities. Third, we focused on 
only three well-established measures of SA. As Diehl, Wahl et al. (2014) have shown, there are 
additional SA measures available, including some multidimensional measures (e.g. Steverink et 
al., 2001). If the findings reported here can be generalized to these other measures remains an 
open question.  
Because we expected an overall similar pattern of findings in the U.S. and German 
samples (Barak, 2009; Löckenhoff et al., 2009), we conducted analyses in the aggregate. 
However, the examination of cultural similarities and differences will become a focus of future 
work, in which we examine potential differences and similarities between the subsamples in 
order to provide insight into the more subtle cultural nuances in SA. Some differences in SA may 
be expected due to differing political structures, described as a neoliberal market orientation in 
the United States and a social welfare state in Germany (Staudinger, 2015). To the extent that 
these political structures provide the background within which individuals’ personal aging 
expectations are formed it seems reasonable to expect some cultural differences. Furthermore, 
previous research has shown that in the U.S., a younger age identity is more strongly related to 
facets of well-being such as life satisfaction, positive affect and negative affect, whereas in 
Germany, well-being is not as strongly tied to age identity (Westerhof & Barrett, 2005). The 
present sample allows for the examination of cross-cultural differences between the U.S. and 
Germany on several SA measures. 
Testing the associations among different measures of SA and their predictive relevance 
regarding developmental correlates represents one necessary step to clarify conceptual 




understanding of how these varying measures function with regard to different outcome variables 
will help to inform future use of these measurement instruments. Such clarification is also 
important from a conceptual standpoint, as future research is needed for designing effective 




Table 3.1.  
 
Descriptive Statistics of Demographic Variables and Key Constructs  
 US Sample 
n = 396 
M (SD) or % 
German Sample 
n = 423 
M (SD) or % 
Total Sample 
N = 819 
M (SD) or % 



















































Self-Rated Health Possible 
range: 1 (very poor) – 6 (very 
good)  
 
5.24 (.85) 4.87 (.89) 5.05(.89) 
Felt Age -.19 (.14) -.14 (.12) -.16 (.14) 
ATOA Possible range: 0 (all 
negative) – 1 (all positive)  
 
.78 (.28) .70 (.30) .74 (.29) 
AARC Possible range: 194 















Functional health (T-score )  47.07 (8.15) 48.68 (8.56) 47.89 (8.39) 
Life Satisfaction Possible 
range: 5 (low) – 35 (high)  
 
26.12 (6.18) 24.52 (5.99) 25.29 (6.13) 








Table 3.2.  
 
Bivariate Correlations among the SA Measures, Developmental Outcomes, and Age 
 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 
1. Felt Age 
 
 -.26* -.09* .24* -.10* .24* -.14* .21* -.001 .14* -.09* .22* -.08* .24* -.21* -.19* 
2. ATOA   .12* -.53* .15* -.49* .12* -.39* .02 -.38* .12* -.49* .15* -.54* .44* .47* 
3. Gains    .35* .64* .28* .86* .28* .87* .38* .94* .37* .86* .25* -.06 .20* 
4. Losses 
 
    .16* .89* .24* .84* .43* .83* .30* .88* .29* .90* -.51* -.29* 
5. PHYS+      .09* .49* .15* .42* .22* .50* .19* .55* .07* .07* .16* 
6. PHYS-       .20* .68* .33* .63* .24* .69* .26* .79* -.58* -.21* 
7. COG+        .13* .68* .28* .79* .28* .66* .20* -.02 .10* 
8. COG-         .35* .64* .24* .64* .27* .69* -.36* -.14* 
9. INT+          .42* .79* .45* .64* .36* -.14* .12* 
10. INT-           .32* .74* .31* .70* -.33* -.20* 
11. SCSE+            .31* .75* .23* -.04 .18* 
12. SCSE-             .27* .75* -.34* -.34* 
13. LIFE+              .14* -.05 .27* 
14. LIFE-               -.56* -.38* 
15. SF-36                .18* 
16. SWLS                 
Age -.06 -.13* .14* .27* .07 .25* .06 .33* .13* .24* .08* .12* .23* .28* -.28* .14* 
Note: *p < .05. Variables 5-14 refer to the AARC behavioral domain scores. “+” denotes an AARC-Gains domain; “–” denotes an AARC-Losses domain. 
PHYS = Health & Functional health; COG = Cognitive Functioning; INT = Interpersonal Relations; SC/SE = Social-Cognitive/Social-Emotional 










Table 3.3.  
 
Age as a Moderator of the Mediating Pathway from Global SA to the Developmental Correlates through AARC 
Outcome  AARC Gains  AARC Losses  Functional Health  
Predictor B (se) p  B (se) p  B (se) p 
Model 1         
Age .29 (.22) .19  .89 (.21) < .001  .21 (.10) .046 
Felt Age 67.32 (61.10) .27  175.21 (59.32) .003  -7.47 (9.23) .42 
AARC Gains       -.06 (.03) .06 
AARC Losses       .01 (.03)  .57 
Felt Age x Age -1.53 (.99) .12  -1.31 (.96) .17  -.01 (.15) .93 
AARC Gains x Age       .001 (.0005) .006 
AARC Losses x Age       -.0013 (.0004) .001 
Model R2 .041   .156   .339  
Model F 5.32 < .001  22.74 < .001  42.00 < .001 
Model 2      
Age .98 (.36) .01  .49 (.31) .11  -.11 (.15) .45 
ATOA 59.10 (30.81) .06  -118.31 (27.01) < .001  3.46 (5.61) .54 
AARC Gains       -.06 (.03) .04 
AARC Losses       .03 (.03) .42 
ATOA x Age -.53 (.47) .26  .51 (.41) .21  .03 (.08) .68 
AARC Gains x Age       .001 (.001) .01 
AARC Losses x Age       -.002 (.001) .01 
Model R2 .057   .321   .353  
Model F 7.61  < .001  59.52 < .001  40.98 <.001 
Outcome  AARC Gains AARC Losses Satisfaction with Life 
 B (se) p  B (se) p  B (se) p 
Model 3         
Age .29 (.22) .17  .89 (.21) < .001  .07 (.08) .40 
Felt Age 66.41 (60.49) .27  172.67 (58.68) .003  -9.90 (7.03) .16 
AARC Gains       .04 (.02) .05 
AARC Losses       -.08 (.02) .0001 
Felt Age x Age -1.50 (.98) .13  -1.27 (.95) .18  .15 (.11) .16 
AARC Gains x Age       .0000 (.0003) .99 
AARC Losses x Age       .0004 (.0003) .19 
Model R2 .041   .156   .328  
Model F 5.31 < .001  23.00 < .001  36.28 <.001 
Model 4         
Age .97 (.34) .005  .43 (.30) .15  .11 (.11) .30 
ATOA 58.14 (30.26) .06  -122.31 (26.55) < .001  12.75 (3.99) .001 
AARC Gains       .02 (.02) .45 
AARC Losses       -.04 (.02) .08 
ATOA x Age -.50 (.46) .28  .59 (.40) .14  -.11 (.06) .08 
AARC Gains x Age       .0002 (.0003) .58 
AARC Losses x Age       .0002 (.0004) .65 
Model R2 .058   .320   .371  








Conditional Indirect Effects of Subjective Age Measures on the Developmental Correlates through AARC-Gains and AARC-
Losses at Three Values of Chronological Age 
 Functional Health  Satisfaction with Life 
 Age Point Estimate 95% CI  Age Point Estimate 95% CI 
Felt Age through AARC-Gains        
 50.85 -.10 [-.67, .09]  50.91 -.42 [-1.57, .67] 
 63.64 -.76 [-1.63, -.19]  63.79 -1.23 [-2.27, -.24] 
 76.43 -2.06 [-4.32, -.64]  76.67 -2.04 [-3.81, -.58] 
        
Felt Age through AARC-Losses        
 50.85 -5.84 [-9.46, -3.81]  50.91 -4.53 [-8.72, -4.25] 
 63.64 -6.53 [-10.10, -5.16]  63.79 -3.38 [-6.69, -3.31] 
 76.43 -6.64 [-12.40, -3.45]  76.67 -2.39 [-6.21, -1.54] 
        
ATOA through AARC-Gains         
 50.89 -.01 [-.59, .47]  50.97 .88 [.40, 1.67] 
 63.71 .40 [.14, .83]  63.87 .77 [.44, 1.20] 
 76.52 .59 [.12, 1.36]  76.77 .63 [.18, 1.21] 
        
ATOA through AARC-Losses        
 50.89 4.37 [2.36, 6.58]  50.97 3.10 [1.92, 4.49] 
 63.71 5.66 [4.36, 7.25]  63.87 2.66 [1.79, 3.55] 
 76.52 6.69 [4.99, 8.87]  76.77 2.25 [1.19, 3.49] 
Notes: 95% CI = 95% Bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence interval. The three values of the moderator were selected to 







Hierarchical Multiple Regression of Functional Health and Satisfaction with Life 
 Functional health  Satisfaction with Life 
 β  Δ R2 β  Δ R2 
Step 1: Control Variables  .095***  .126*** 
Age -.16***  .28**  
Sex -.02  -.03  
Education .05  .03  
Income .04  .27***  
     
Step 2: Felt Age  .054***  .025*** 
Felt Age -.08*  .002  
     
Step 3: ATOA  .117***  .159*** 
ATOA .18***  .26***  
     
Step 4: AARC  .076***  .054*** 
AARC-Gains .08*  .24***  
AARC-Losses -.37***  -.28***  
     
Total  R2 .342  .364  
Adjusted  R2 .335  .357  
F 47.92***  53.31***  





Figure 3.1. AARC Scales as mediators between global measures of subjective aging and two 
developmental correlates. Unstandardized regression weights are reported in accordance with 






Figure 3.2. Interaction plots illustrating the moderating effect of age between AARC and Functional Health. AARC-
Gains is illustrated in Panel A, and AARC-Losses is illustrated in Panel B. Using the pick-a-point approach, the 












Modifying Adults’ Negative Views on Aging to Facilitate Engagement in Physical Activity: 




This study evaluated the feasibility and efficacy of the AgingPlus intervention program. 
AgingPlus is an 8-week multi-modal motivational program which promotes increased physical 
activity by targeting adults’ negative views on aging (NVOA) and perceptions of control, two 
known barriers to physical exercise. 62 adults, ages 50–82 years, participated in this feasibility 
study. We assessed NVOA, perceptions of control, and physical activity level at baseline (Week 
0), immediate posttest (Week 4), and delayed posttest (Week 12). High attendance rates, low 
attrition, and positive participant feedback indicated that the program had high acceptability. 
Repeated measures multivariate analyses of variance (RM-MANOVA) showed statistically and 
substantively meaningful improvements in NVOA, control beliefs, and physical activity from 
pretest to immediate and delayed posttest. The program effects did not differ between those 
younger or older than age 65. These findings provide promising support for the feasibility and 
efficacy of the AgingPlus program. 
Introduction 
 Misperceptions about aging and old people are widely held in the general public, and can 
be characterized as mostly negative and deterministic. Such views are in stark contrast from what 
                                                 
3 Brothers, A. & Diehl, M. (2016). Modifying adults' negative views on aging to facilitate engagement in physical 
activity: findings of a feasibility study. Manuscript submitted for publication, Department of Human Development 





is known from gerontological research and practice (Lindland et al., 2015). For example, aging is 
often thought to be synonymous with frailty, illness, and senility, and these negative outcomes 
are expected to be unavoidable and out of a person’s control (Ory, Hoffman, Hawkins, Sanner, & 
Mockenhaupt, 2003; Stewart et al., 2011). Such attitudes are known as negative views on aging 
(NVOA), which we define as knowledge, beliefs, and expectations an individual holds about the 
process of aging and older people as a group. A growing body of research shows that holding 
predominantly negative views on aging exerts long-term detrimental effects on adults’ health and 
well-being (Hummert, 2011; Levy, 2009; Westerhof et al., 2014). For instance, NVOA in midlife 
predict a greater risk of late-life vulnerabilities, such as falls and hospitalizations, and shorter 
longevity (Levy, Slade, Kunkel, & Kasl, 2002; Moser et al., 2011).  
 What is not yet known is whether NVOA can be systematically altered through an 
intervention program, and whether doing so increases engagement in health-promoting 
behaviors. Therefore, we designed the AgingPlus program with a focus on changing adults’ 
perceptions and expectations about aging in order to motivate greater participation in physical 
activity. This study evaluated the feasibility and efficacy of the program. 
The Relevance of Negative Views on Aging for Health in Adulthood 
The connection between NVOA and health outcomes is unequivocal. Findings from past 
research consistently show that holding NVOA is associated with a host of detrimental effects, 
such as increased cardiovascular risk (Levy et al., 2009), lower likelihood of recovery from 
disability (Levy et al., 2012) and shorter life expectancy (Levy et al., 2002). One likely reason 
that NVOA influence health and functioning is that they represent a known barrier to physical 
activity and other health-promoting behaviors. Individuals holding NVOA in midlife are 




20 years (Levy & Myers, 2004) and are less likely to participate in physical activity altogether, 
regardless of health status (Wurm et al., 2010). In contrast, positive views on aging (PVOA) 
serve a protective role for health in middle age and later life. For example, PVOA have been 
shown to be associated a higher rate of recovery from disability (Levy et al., 2012). Thus, it 
seems reasonable to conclude that PVOA may facilitate adults’ engagement in behaviors that 
promote healthy and successful aging.  
Promoting Physical Activity in Later Life 
One of the most effective strategies for promoting health in later life is engagement in 
physical activity. Contrary to beliefs held by the general public (Lindland et al., 2015), many 
steps can be taken to maintain healthy and independent living well into later life, including 
being physically active. Not only can physical activity help to prevent obesity and related 
chronic disease in midlife (Nejat, Polotsky, & Pal, 2010), it is also linked to preserved brain 
volume in later life (Tian, Studenski, Resnick, Davatzikos, & Ferrucci, 2016), it stimulates 
neuronal regeneration in the hippocampus (Erickson et al., 2011), and it reduces the risk of 
mobility-related disability in late life (Pahor et al., 2014). However, despite strong empirical 
evidence supporting the benefits of physical activity for individuals of all ages, only one in five 
adults meets the recommended physical activity guidelines for aerobic exercise (Healthy 
People 2020, 2014). Moreover, physical activity levels drop off in midlife (Schrack et al., 
2014), making individuals age 50 and older the most sedentary segment of the population 
(Harvey, Chastin, & Skelton, 2013).  
Given the pervasive evidence that most adults are not sufficiently physically active, 
how can engagement in physical activity be promoted? Although many attempts have been 




2011), one approach that has so far been underutilized is to directly target the attitud s that 
keep people from engaging in physical exercise (King, 2001). Therefore, based on the 
extensive research evidence that NVOA are linked to poorer health, intervening to promote 
PVOA represents a promising approach to increasing physical activity. 
Modifiability of Views on Aging 
Although the detrimental effects of NVOA are well documented, NVOA appear to be 
modifiable (Kötter-Gruehn, 2015). Moreover, such a change is subsequently associated with 
improved behavioral performance such as improved grip strength (Stephan et al., 2013), faster 
walking speed (Hausdorff et al., 1999), improved memory (Eibach, Mock, & Courtney, 2010) 
and increased exercise behavior (Sarkisian et al., 2007; Wolff, Warner, Ziegelmann, & Wurm, 
2014). Because NVOA exert a stronger effect on health than vice versa (Spuling, Miche, Wurm, 
& Wahl, 2013; Wurm, Tesch-Römer, & Tomasik, 2007), targeting adults’ NVOA should, 
therefore, result in favorable consequences for health and physical functioning. Taken together, 
the presented evidence provides the foundation upon which we have developed the AgingPlus 
program. 
Overview of the AgingPlus Intervention Program 
AgingPlus is a multimodal program that targets two distinct but interrelated mechanisms 
important for physical activity promotion: NVOA and control beliefs. Because NVOA become 
self-relevant in midlife, and subsequently lead to undesirable outcomes with regard to health and 
well-being (Levy, 2009), AgingPlus aims to (a) interrupt this sequence of events by teaching 
adults how to recognize and counteract NVOA, and (b) provide strategies for how they can avoid 
the internalization of NVOA. Second, a solid body of literature on social-cognitive theory and 




that a sense of perceived control over the environment is essential for increasing physical activity 
in adulthood. Behavior change is unlikely to occur unless an individual believes that he or she 
can enact a desired behavior, and also believes that the behaviors will in fact lead to the desired 
result (Bandura, 1997). Therefore, the curriculum targets the personal beliefs that: (1) “I can 
implement a physical activity program into my daily life;” and (2) “Becoming more physically 
active will help me to age in a healthier way.” In order to promote a greater sense of control, the 
curriculum emphasizes key skills of goal planning and self-monitoring, as they are associated 
with increased control beliefs and stronger maintenance of post-intervention physical activity 
levels (Sniehotta, Scholz, & Schwarzer, 2005). 
The 8-week AgingPlus program is comprised of two segments: an educational and 
experiential period. During the educational period (Weeks 1-4), participants attend four 
classroom sessions which focus on the attitudinal and motivational pieces for enacting behavior 
change. During the xperiential period (Weeks 5-8) participants work toward their personalized 
physical activity goal with support from the research staff. These two segments align 
theoretically with the Health Action Process Approach (HAPA) model (e.g. Schwarzer, Lippke, 
& Luszczynska, 2011), which recognizes the importance of addressing key attitudinal processes 
to enact behavior change. The conceptual model proposes NVOA and control beliefs as causal 
mechanisms by which the effect of the program leads to increased physical activity (Figure 4.1).  
In this study we evaluated the feasibility and efficacy of the AgingPlus program among 
community-residing adults using a single-group pre-test post-test design. We addressed three 
specific questions. First, we evaluated the feasibility of the program, as measured by 
attendance and completion rates as well as anonymous participant feedback. Second, we 




measurement occasions: Pre-test, post-test, and delayed post-test. Specifically, we tested for 
change in NVOA and control beliefs, as well as in the health-promoting behavior of interest, 
physical activity. Third, we tested age as a moderator in order to examine whether middle-aged 
(< 65 years old) and older (> 65 years old) participants benefitted differentially from 
participating in the program. 
Methods 
Participants and Procedures 
Participants included 62 community-residing adults age 50-82 years (M = 64.7 years, SD= 6.0 
years; 83.9% women). Of the 62 participants, approximately half were younger than 65 (n = 32; 
51.6%; range = 53.20 - 64.72 years), and half were age 65 or older (n = 30, 48.4%; range = 65.07 
- 82.63 years). The majority of participants (67.7%) did not exercise regularly at baseline. 
Demographic characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 4.1. Eligibility criteria 
included: (1) desire to increase current physical activity level; (2) willingness to complete the 
program in its entirety; and (3) English-speaking. Participants were recruited via flyers and 
announcements to local service organizations. Participants earned up to three $20 gift certificates 
throughout the study as reimbursement for their time and effort. The CONSORT diagram is 
provided in Figure 4.2. 
Procedures 
The 12-week study period for each participant included the 8-week program plus a 1-
month delayed follow-up assessment. Assessments were administered on standardized forms, 
and were collected at Week 0 (baseline), Week 4 (immediate post-test), and Week 12 (delayed 
post-test). During the educational period, participants attended four weekly meetings in small 




lasted approximately two hours each and were taught by the same trained facilitator who was not 
involved in the data collection procedures. Details about the classroom curriculum are 
summarized in Table 4.2 During the experiential period, participants worked toward a self-
defined physical activity goal for four weeks. Participants formulated their goal in terms of the 
number of weekly minutes of physical activity they would strive to accumulate, in accordance 
with the structure of the national guidelines (e.g., that 150 minutes of moderate physical activity 
are associated with substantial health benefits; Healthy People 2020, 2014). During this period, 
participants completed daily logs of their physical activity and also completed four weekly phone 
visits with a trained research staff member.  
Measures 
Demographic characteristics. At baseline (Week 0), an established personal data form 
was used to assess participants’ age, sex, education, marital status, ethnicity, employment status, 
and household income. Health status was assessed with a single rating of self-rated health (1 = 
Very poor, 6 = Very good). 
Views on aging. Multiple facets of NVOA were measured at Weeks 0, 4, and 12. 
Awareness of Age-Related Change (AARC) assessed individuals’ positive (AARC-Gains) and 
negative (AARC-Losses) experiences of growing older (Diehl & Wahl, 2010). Ten items 
beginning with the stem, “With my increasing age, I realize that…” were followed by either 
positive or negative statements (e.g. “I have more time for the things I enjoy”). Items were rated 
on a five-point scale (1 = Strongly disagree; 5 = Strongly agree) and sum scores were calculated 
for AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses. Reliability and validity of the 50-item version have been 
established (Diehl, Brothers, Wettstein, Miche, & Wahl, 2013). Scale reliabilities for the present 




Week 4 (.51 and .63 for gains and losses, respectively). Age stereotypes were measured with the 
Views of Aging scale (Kornadt & Rothermund, 2011) which assesses general opinions about 
“older people” in eight life domains. A brief 8-item version was used for the purposes of this 
study, and a sum score was calculated. Cronbach’s alpha for the summary score ranged from .84 
to .93. Expectations Regarding Aging (ERA) assessed the extent to which individuals expectd to 
experience positive or negative age-related changes as they grow older (Sarkisian, Steers, Hays, 
& Mangione, 2005). A total scale score was calculated in accordance with the published 
instructions for this 12-item self-report questionnaire. Cronbach’s alpha was .88 and .91 at the 
two measurement occasions. Subjective Age (Kastenbaum et al., 1972) was assessed with a 1-
item measure asking how old a person tends to feel. A proportion score was calculated 
[(subjective age - chronological age)/chronological age] such that a negative score indicated 
feeling younger than one’s chronological age (e.g., an individual scoring -.10 felt 10% younger 
than his or her age; Rubin & Berntsen, 2006). 
Control beliefs. At Weeks 0 and 12, participants’ control beliefs were assessed in terms 
of dispositional self-efficacy using the General Self-Efficacy Scale (Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 
1995). This measure was not administered at Week 4 as it assesses more trait-lik  tendencies not 
expected to change after one month. The scale included 8 items, such as “I am certain that I can 
always accomplish my goals,” which were rated from 1 (not at all true) to 4 (completely true). 
The psychometric properties of this scale are well-established; scale reliabilities in the current 
study at Week 0 and 12 respectively were α = .90 and .92. The Motivational Self-Efficacy scale 
was used to assess domain-specific self-efficacy regarding one’s perceived ability to enact a 
physical activity program (Schwarzer et al., 2011). This measure was administered at Week 2 




pursuit), and at Week 12. The motivational self-efficacy scale includes 3 items beginning with 
the stem “I am certain that I can be physically active on a regular basis…,” followed by 
statements such as, “… when it is difficult.” Items were rated from 1 (totally disagree) to 6 
(totally agree). The scale showed good reliability at all measurement occasions (range: α = .84 – 
.87). 
Physical activity. Average Physical Activity Levels were measured at Week 0 and 12 
using an established self-report measure (Fleig, Lippke, Pomp, & Schwarzer, 2011), in which 
participants reported the number of times they engaged in mild, moderate, or vigorous physical 
activity per week in the last month, and the average number of minutes per session. Total Weekly 
Active Minutes were calculated for Weeks 5 – 8 based on participants’ daily activity logs on 
which participants recorded the number of minutes, the type of activity, and the intensity (mild, 
moderate, or vigorous). The mean number of weekly minutes was calculated for Weeks 5-8.  
Results 
Question 1: Feasibility Assessment 
We assessed program feasibility in three ways. First, we examined attendance rates for 
classroom meetings. On average, the attendance rate was 93.64%, taking into consideration all 
four classroom meetings across all six small groups. Second, we examined the rate of attrition, 
which we defined as the percentage of participants who attended at least one classroom session 
but did not remain in the program up to the end of program at Week 8. The average attrition rate 
was 11.11% between Weeks 0 and 4 (n = 7), and 5.36% (n = 3) between Weeks 4 and 8. Reasons 
given for not returning to classes included: changed mind/program was not as expected (n = 2), 
scheduling conflict (n = 1), and something unexpected occurred that interfered with program 




too busy (n = 2) and no longer interested (n = 1). One participant was lost to follow-up at Week 
12. Third, we solicited structured voluntary participant feedback about the program using an 
online survey. The program satisfaction assessment was comprised of 8 questions and included 
both forced response and open-ended questions. Thirty-one participants (50.0%) provided 
feedback, indicating a high level of satisfaction with the program. For instance, in response to the 
following questions, a large percentage of participants endorsed either the options “Strongly 
Agree” or “Agree”: The program taught me new information (100%); The program was a good 
use of my time (96%); and Overall the program was beneficial for me (100%).  
Question 2: Assessing Change on the Key Variables 
 Repeated measures multivariate analyses of variance (RM-MANOVA) were used to 
examine mean differences on the key outcome variables at three measurement occasions: Pre-test 
(Week 0), post-test (Week 4), and delayed post-test (Week 12). For general self-efficacy, which 
was administered only at two time points, the univariate F- st is reported. In the presence of a 
positive multivariate effect, pairwise comparisons were examined to determine which 
measurement occasions differed and in which direction.  
Negative views on aging. Significant multivariate effects were found for all NVOA 
measures, indicating an overall decrease in NVOA and a corresponding increase in PVOA 
throughout the program (Table 4.3). Specifically, participants’ perceived age-related gains 
increased significantly over the course of the program, F(2, 102) = 24.32, p < .001, ηp2 = .32, 
whereas perceived age-related losses significantly decreased, F(2, 102) = 3.73, p = .03, ηp2 = .07. 
Similarly, age stereotypes became significantly more positive, F(2, 102) = 22.70, p < .001, ηp2 = 
.31, as did expectations regarding aging, F(2, 102) = 26.15, p < .001, ηp2 = .34. Finally, 




p = .01, ηp2 = .10. For all NVOA variables, effect sizes were in the medium (ηp2 = .06 – .14) to 
large (ηp 2 > .14) range (Cohen, 1988). Upon examination of pairwise comparisons, there was 
significant improvement from Week 0 to Week 4 on AARC-Gains, Age Stereotypes, 
Expectations Regarding Aging, and Subjective Age (p’s < .05), but not for AARC-Losses. 
Similarly, pairwise comparisons showed significant improvement from Week 0 to Week 12 on 
all NVOA measures, including AARC-Losses (p’s < .05). However, there was a significant 
decline between Week 4 and Week 12 for AARC-Gains and Age Stereotypes (p’s < .05), 
suggesting a slight decay effect after the program ended. 
Control beliefs. General self-efficacy, which was measured at Weeks 0 and 12, showed 
significant improvement after participation in the program, F(1, 51) = 14.48,  p< .001, ηp2 = .22. 
A significant multivariate effect was found for motivational self-efficacy, F(2, 102) = 6.89, p < 
.01, ηp2 = .22, and pairwise comparisons indicated a significant improvement from Week 2 to 
Week 3 (p = .006). However, the Week 12 levels were not significantly different from baseline 
(p = .997). Means and standard deviations are displayed in Table 4.3. 
Physical activity. Physical activity increased significantly throughout the program, F(2, 
98) = 24.70, p < .001, ηp2 = .34. As can be seen in Table 4.3,  the average reported number of 
minutes spent in moderate and vigorous physical activity was significantly higher during Weeks 
5 – 8 (M = 176.25; SD = 89.92) than at baseline (M = 84.95; SD = 91.17; p < .001). The average 
physical activity level remained significantly higher at Week 12 (M = 171.55; SD = 97.26;  p < 
.001) compared to baseline. Furthermore, there was no evidence of decay between weeks 5 – 8 






Question 3: Age as a Moderator of the Training Effects 
 In order to examine whether pre-test post-test scores differed as a function of age, we 
performed a series of 2 x 3 (Age Group x Time of Measurement) RM-MANOVAs. The age 
group interaction term was not statistically significant for any of the views on aging measures, 
nor for physical activity (p > .05). Therefore, middle-aged adults and older adults did not differ 
with regard to the pattern of change they exhibited over the course of the study. Regardless of 
age, participants showed a similar pattern of change by which views on aging became more 
positive and physical activity increased significantly after taking part in the program. 
Discussion 
Rapid population aging poses a number of societal challenges, such as how to motivate 
middle-aged (age 40-64) and older adults (age 65+) to engage in behaviors that promote 
healthy and successful aging (Nielsen & Reiss, 2012). Based on extensive evidence that 
NVOA and low control beliefs represent barriers to physical activity, we developed AgingPlus, 
a multi-modal program that targets views on aging and control beliefs to promote engagement 
in physical activity in middle-aged and older adults. The present study provides promising 
evidence of both the feasibility and efficacy of the AgingPlus program.  
With regard to the feasibility of the program, results showed that participants attended 
the program regularly with a fairly low drop-out rate. Furthermore, anonymous voluntary 
feedback was quite positive. This pattern of findings suggests that the program contains 
information and content that was useful to those who attended, and warrants the continued 
refinement and evaluation of the program. With regard to program efficacy, we found 
significant improvement on the key variables of interest, including views on aging, control 




Furthermore, effect sizes were in the medium and large ranges, signifying not only statistically 
significant improvements, but also substantively meaningful changes.  
We assessed change in five different facets of NVOA in order to detect whether our 
program affected various facets of NVOA differentially. That all five facets of NVOA showed 
statistically significant and substantively meaningful improvements throughout the program is 
very reassuring. Specifically, after the program, participants perceived more positive and less 
negative age-related changes; had more positive attitudes about older people in general; more 
positive expectations for their own aging; and even felt significantly younger than they did at 
the beginning of the program. Improvements in views on aging have been documented in just a 
few intervention studies in past years. For example, Sarkisian et al. (2007) designed an 
intervention in which adults living in a retirement community learned through attribution 
retraining that the typical decrease in physical activity that comes with age is not inevitable. 
Participants’ expectations regarding aging became significantly more positive, and they also 
walked significantly more steps per day compared to baseline. Wolff et al. (2014) included a 
brief segment about the importance of views on aging into an existing physical activity 
program and were able to show that one of four assessed facets of NVOA improved.    
Previous research has shown that interventions promoting engagement in physical 
activity may also be able to exert an effect on adults’ NVOA (Klusmann et al., 2012). This 
finding suggests that the experiential period in Weeks 5-8 in which participants engage in 
physical activity may contribute to a feedback loop to further promote more positive views on 
aging. In sum, the emergence of behavioral interventions targeting PVOA is quite promising 
because they represent a cost-effective avenue to promote health and functioning in later life. 




(Pahor et al., 2014) which are directly associated with the clinical phenotype of frailty (Fried et 
al., 2001). Thus, preventing or delaying mobility-related disability has a great overall impact in 
terms of functioning and quality of life. Although NVOA interventions such as AgingPlus are in 
the early stages of development, they nonetheless have a solid theoretical and empirical 
foundation (Miche et al., 2015). 
In addition to NVOA, we also found improvements in perceptions of both global and 
domain-specific control beliefs, which are known to function quite differently from one 
another (Lachman, 1986). With regard to global control beliefs, common misperceptions of 
aging tend to reflect a low and decreasing sense of control: Many people believe that negative 
aging-related declines such as forgetfulness and frailty are unavoidable (Lindland et al., 2015). 
The finding that global control beliefs improved after the program is encouraging, as it 
suggests that the curriculum effectively empowered community-residing adults to enact 
change. This aim of the program to promote a greater sense of control over the aging process 
builds upon decades of research showing that a general sense of control over the environment 
is a valuable resource for adaptation, resilience and well-being in later life (Diehl & Hay, 2010; 
Rodin, 1986b), as well as for promoting and preserving health and physical functioning 
(Gerstorf et al., 2011; Lachman & Agrigoroaei, 2010).  
In addition to global control beliefs, domain-specific control beliefs (e.g. motivational 
self-efficacy) improved during the educational period, albeit with some deterioration by the 
delayed post-test. An extensive body of exercise literature indicates the importance of exercise 
self-efficacy for initiating a physical activity program (Bandura, 1997; King, 2001). Low 
domain-specific control beliefs are reflected in the common attitude that one is not capable of 




greater number of successful behavioral experiences may be necessary to enact durable 
improvements in domain-specific control beliefs. This finding is not entirely surprising, as 
unanticipated obstacles and challenges likely arose after the supportive phone calls ended. 
Future iterations of the program will address this issue in a systematic fashion.  
From a cautionary standpoint, emphasizing the controllability of aging in an 
intervention for the general public must be done in a sensitive and realistic manner. The 
positive and empowering message that daily lifestyle habits contribute a substantial amount of 
the variance in later health and functioning is based on solid research evidence (e.g., Aldwin et 
al., 2006; Ip et al., 2013) and is important information to convey. However, not all aging-
related declines are preventable. Therefore, the AgingPlus curriculum tempers this message by 
conveying that health in later life is also shaped by environmental, social, and genetic 
influences which may be out of a person’s control. Nonetheless, we regard an improved 
general sense of control over the environment, as well as over one’s ability to become more 
physically active, as essential components for improving physical activity levels. 
Finally, the finding that physical activity levels significantly increased throughout the 
study was also quite promising. Participants were largely successful in implementing their 
individualized physical activity plan during the experiential period and they exceeded, on 
average, the national guideline of 150 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous intensity per week. We 
were further encouraged to find that physical activity levels at the delayed follow-up continued 
to exceed the recommended levels.  
There were no age-group differences between middle-aged and older adults with regard 
to the pattern or magnitude of change on the key outcome variables. On one hand, middle-aged 




longer time horizon to reap the benefits from enacting positive lifestyle changes. Furthermore, 
midlife presents a developmentally-sensitive period because there is a heightened sense of 
awareness of age-related changes (Levy, 2009) and a greater likelihood of internalizing negative 
beliefs about aging (Eibach et al., 2010; Lachman, 2015; Levy, 2009). On the other hand, the fact 
that older adults benefitted equally from the program suggests that an intervention program such 
as AgingPlus can be advantageous at any age. This finding supports the idea of developmental 
plasticity and provides evidence that it is never too late to support individuals to take a more 
active role in promoting their own healthy aging.  
This initial feasibility study has several limitations that must be considered when 
interpreting the results. First and foremost, the present study did not employ a randomized-
controlled design. However, a single-group design was an important first step in the initial 
program evaluation. Clearly, it is not possible to know whether changes in NVOA and physical 
activity which occurred throughout the study period were, perhaps to some extent, attributable 
to other circumstances, such as the social contact received throughout the program. However, 
in a follow-up study with randomization, we will statistically test causal models in order to 
draw definitive conclusions about the program effects and pathways specified in the conceptual 
model (Figure 4.1). Second, we had a highly motivated study sample of individuals who were 
already considering a behavior change. However, to put this caveat into perspective, the 
intentional stage of behavior change is necessary for individuals to commit to participate in a 
behavior change intervention (Schwarzer et al., 2011). Third, the majority of participants were 
women, limiting the generalizability of our findings to both sexes. In follow-up studies, we will 
oversample men to achieve a more balanced sex distribution. Fourth, the present study relied 




objective measures. Because experts recommend using subjective measures in conjunction 
with objective ones to further bolster reliability and validity (Murphy, 2009), future evaluation 
efforts will add an objective measure such as a triaxial pedometer or an accelerometer. Finally, 
the present study included uneven spacing between measurement occasions. Although uneven 
spacing is not ideal for general linear model approaches, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction in 
RM-MANOVA can test and account for any violations of the sphericity assumption 
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Therefore, the use of RM-MANOVA was appropriate, especially 
given its statistical advantages of controlling the Type I error rate.  
In summary, the AgingPlus program was designed to equip middle-aged and older adults 
with effective ways of countering negative misperceptions of aging that would otherwise 
undermine their health. This feasibility study represents the first step in the development, 
evaluation, and refinement of the AgingPlus program. The promising findings of this study 






Table 4.1.  
 
AgingPlus Feasibility Study Summary of Demographic Variables   (N = 62) 



























Education (years) 16.22 (2.05) 
 
Employment Status  
Full Time  
Part-Time 








3.0%   
Highest Degree Completed 
High School Diploma/GED 
Associate’s  
Bachelor’s  








$50K – $100K 









possible range: 1 (very poor) to 6 (very good) 
4.84 (.88) 
 
Baseline Physical Activity Status  
 
26.90% Not physically active, but thinking about it 
41.80% Not physically active, but plan to start 
13.40%Physically active and started in the past 6 
months 








Summary of Classroom Curriculum for the AgingPlus Program 
 Primary Component Presentation Content Workbook & Discussion Activities 
Week 1 Negative Views on 
Aging 
 What are age stereotypes?  Combatting 3 myths of aging: Common 
beliefs about aging and why the evidence 
does not support them  Why stereotypes matter: Implications for 
prejudice and self-stereotyping 
 Thinking about Aging  Stereotype Watch Homework for Week 2 
Week 2 Negative Views on 
Aging;  
Control Beliefs 
 What is plasticity?  How does physical activity promote brain 
plasticity and cognitive health?  Physical activity as the single most 
important strategy for promoting successful 
aging  National guidelines for physical activity   Review of the many benefits of physical 
activity 
 Group Discussion: Stereotype Watch Report  Your Future Self  Risks & Benefits: Considering individual benefits 
of starting physical activity (and risks if no 
change is made)  Assessing Your Confidence to Become more 
Physically Active  Stereotype Watch Homework for Week 3 
 
Week 3 Control Beliefs (via 
goal planning and 
self-monitoring)  
 Effective strategies for goal setting  Importance of commitment  Effective strategies for goal achievement  How to effectively monitor progress  Prepare to pursue goal starting this week 
 
 Group Discussion: Stereotype Watch Report  Brainstorming Enjoyable Activities  Setting a Personalized goal  Making Specific Plans and Planning for Obstacles  Assessing Your Confidence to Become more 
Active  Stereotype Watch Homework for Week 4 
Week 4 Control Beliefs (via 
goal planning and 
self-monitoring)  
 Checking in: Self-reflection strategies for 
monitoring successes and challenges  Finding opportunities for improvements 
and looking for patterns in the daily log 
 Group Discussion: Stereotype Watch Report  Reflecting on Last Week’s Successes and 




Table 4.3.  
 
Change in Mean Values of Primary Outcome Variables throughout the Study (N = 52 unless otherwise specified) 







(degrees of freedom)   
Significance Effect Size 
ηp 2 







43.50 (7.30) a 
 
F (2, 102) = 22.70 
 
p < .001 
 
.31 (large) 




20.58 (2.46) a 
 
19.21 (3.47) a 
 
F (2, 102) = 24.32 
 
p < .001 
 
.32 (large) 






10.02 (3.76) a 
 
F (2, 102) = 3.73 
 
p = .028 
 
.07 (medium) 




64.05 (16.39) a 
 
60.04 (18.20) a 
 
F (2, 102) = 26.15 
 
p < .001 .34 (large) 
Subjective Age -.16 (.12) 
 
-.20 (.11) a 
 
-.22 (.13) a 
 
F (2, 102) = 5.47 
 
p = .01 .10 (medium) 
Control Beliefs:        
General Self-Efficacy 
 





5.50 (.67) a 
(Week 3) 
5.04 (.93) F (2, 102) = 6.89 p = .002 .22 (large) 
Physical Activity:       
Total weekly physical activity 
(# moderate + vigorous 
minutes) N = 50 
84.95 (91.17) 
 
176.25 (89.92) a 
 





F (2, 98) 24.70 
 
p < .001 .34 (large) 
























The dissertation research presented here centers around the common theme of examining 
the role of awareness of age-related change as it relates to health and well-being throughout 
adulthood. Health and well-being were selected as overarching indicators of successful aging, 
given that they encapsulate much of what it means to grow older in a healthy and successful way. 
Successful aging has been defined in many ways, but most commonly as, “the avoidance of 
disease and disability, the maintenance of high physical and cognitive function, and sustained 
engagement in social and productive activities” (Rowe & Kahn, 1997, p. 433). Each of these 
criteria depend to a large degree on the physical and mental well-being of an individual.   
 The manuscripts included in the dissertation were designed to address three distinct, yet 
related, research questions. These questions covered the following topic areas: (1) the reliable 
and valid measurement of AARC; (2) the empirical contributions of AARC relative to existing 
subjective aging constructs; and (3) the modifiability of AARC and other subjective aging 
constructs via intervention. The following paragraphs provide a brief summary of the key 
findings presented in Chapters 2 - 4. Then, the main contributions of the dissertation are 
discussed within the context of the relevant theoretical and empirical literature, and within the 
context of promoting successful aging. Avenues for future research are discussed throughout the 






Summary of the Dissertation Manuscripts 
Summary of Chapter 2 
 In Chapter 2, the psychometric properties of a new questionnaire were examined. The 
AARC questionnaire was designed from a starting point of almost 200 potential items, and the 
factor structure, reliability, and validity of three versions were evaluated in three samples with a 
total of approximately 1,000 individuals. In an iterative process, a set of stringent statistical and 
conceptual criteria were applied to arrive at a more user-friendly 50-item version. Results from 
all three studies supported a 2-factor structure of AARC, representing the two latent dimensions 
of perceived age-related gains and losses, henceforth referred to as AARC-Gains and AARC-
Losses. However, the theorized 5-domain structure was not supported, and possible explanations 
will be explored in the following sections. Scale reliabilities and intercorrelations provided 
further support for the two latent dimensions of AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses. That is, the 
factor scores calculated using a unit-weighting approach resulted in two scales with good item-
total correlations and internal consistency reliabilities. Convergent validity was supported by a 
pattern of bivariate correlations exhibiting partial concordance with similar subjective aging 
measures, such as the AgeCog scales, the ATOA scale and Felt Age. Similarly, discriminant 
validity was also supported, evidenced by a low concordance with dissimilar measures of 
subjective aging, namely domain-specific scales assessing age stereotypes. Support for the 
predictive validity of the measure was found in the ability of AARC to predict health and 
wellness-related outcomes approximately two years later. Specifically, the AARC-50 measured 
at Time 1 predicted four indicators of health and well-being at Time 2, including depressive 




establishment of a reliable and valid AARC-50 questionnaire in Chapter 2 allows for further 
empirical investigation of the AARC construct in the following chapters. 
Summary of Chapter 3 
With the availability of a reliable and valid questionnaire, the foundation was laid to 
focus on substantive research questions related to the new concept of AARC. One of thes 
questions focused on how the AARC construct fits into the nomological network of related 
subjective aging constructs. Therefore, Chapter 3 examined how the new AARC construct fits 
into the existing literature by employing a large cross-cultural sample of U.S. and German 
participants. First, we assumed that existing measures of Felt age and ATOA represent 
unidimensional and global ratings of subjective aging that are generalizations of the specific 
behavioral experiences that make people aware of their own aging. To this effect, we expected 
that AARC, a behavior-specific subjective aging construct, would mediate the association 
between global subjective aging constructs and health and well-being. As expected, in a series of 
mediation models we found that AARC accounted for a substantial proportion of the variance in 
the associations between the global measures of subjective aging and health and well-being. 
Specifically, AARC-Gains mediated the association between the ATOA scale and health and 
well-being as follows: More positive ATOA were associated with more perceived age-related 
gains, which were, in turn, associated with better functional health and higher life satisfaction. 
Similarly, AARC-Losses mediated the association between both types of global subjective aging 
(e.g. Felt Age and ATOA) with health and well-being as follows: Feeling subjectively older and 
more negative ATOA were associated with more perceived age-related losses, which were, in 




This set of finding suggests that individuals who have a generally positive perception of 
aging may be poised to notice more positive age-related changes, and are more likely to 
experience better health and well-being. On the flip side, individuals who have a more globally 
negative perception of aging may be particularly tuned into noticing specific negative age-related 
changes on a daily basis, and are therefore also more likely to experience poorer health and 
lower well-being. Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that adults’ global feelings of subjective 
aging may trigger a cascade of either upward or downward interpretations about specific age-
related experiences, which then play out in tangible ways with regard to poorer functional health 
and lower life satisfaction.  
Second, in this manuscript, my co-authors and I examined the potential role of 
chronological age as it relates to subjective aging. The wide age range that was represented in 
this sample (e.g., participants ranged in age from 40 – 98 years old) permitted us to examine the 
influence of chronological age via moderated mediation analysis. Moderated mediation allows 
for the examination of whether the mediating pathway might depend on certain factors, in this 
case age. When positioning chronological age as a moderator in the mediation pathways 
described above, the association between subjective aging and functional health (but not 
satisfaction with life) was significantly stronger for older participants. Furthermore, the 
moderating effect of age was present for the effect of AARC and functional health as follows: 
The beneficial effect of positive age-related changes on functional health was stronger for older 
participants; similarly, the detrimental effect of negative age-related changes on functional health 
was stronger among older participants. When plotting the effects, it became apparent that those 




old, saw the strongest effects of AARC on functional health. There was no moderating effect of 
age for the mediation pathways involving satisfaction with life. 
Third and finally, this manuscript examined the extent to which the two dimensions of 
AARC can uniquely predict health and well-being over and above unidimensional measures of 
subjective aging. Is AARC potentially a duplicative construct or does it add something new to 
the literature? Hierarchical linear regression was used to examine this question. Findings showed 
that the two dimensions of AARC did in fact account for a significant amount of the variance in 
the outcomes, above and beyond that which felt age and ATOA contributed. Specifically, adding 
AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses in the equation to predict functional health contributed an 
additional 7.6% of the variance after the control variables (age, sex, education, and income), Felt 
Age, and ATOA. Similarly, AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses contributed an additional 5.4% of 
the variance to satisfaction with life over and above the control variables, Felt Age and ATOA. 
In summary, Chapter 3 provides new information to support the unique contributions of AARC 
to existing subjective aging measures, as well as the associations between AARC-Gains and 
AARC-Losses with measures of health and well-being.  
Summary of Chapter 4 
Chapter 4 examined the modifiability of AARC and other forms of subjective aging in an 
intervention study. This study represents a translational research approach in which basic 
research knowledge was used to inform the development of a new behavioral intervention called 
AgingPlus to promote healthy aging in middle-aged and older adults. The AgingPlus i tervention 
was designed to help individuals become aware of pervasive – but largely inaccurate – negative 
aging attitudes and stereotypes that exert negative effects on many aspects of life. By targeting 




this study had two primary objectives. First, we examined the extent to which the AgingPlus 
intervention was feasible to implement. Second, we examined the efficacy with regard to 
promoting more positive views on aging, increasing perceived control, and increasing 
engagement in physical activity. The multi-modal AgingPlus intervention included educational 
presentations, work-book activities, group discussions, and an experiential goal-pursuit phase 
during which participants engaged in their self-selected physical activity. Results of this study, 
which included 62 participants aged 53 – 82 years, demonstrated that the program was feasible to 
implement and was well-received by participants. The findings also provided evidence of the 
program’s efficacy, as the key variables of interest significantly improved from pre-test to post-
test. Specifically, there were statistically significant as well as substantively meaningful 
improvements on all five indicators of subjective aging, including AARC, as well as for control 
beliefs and self-reported physical activity levels. Furthermore, these improvements were 
sustained at the delayed post-test (i.e., one month after the 8-week program ended). The findings 
suggest that subjective aging and control beliefs are indeed modifiable. Additionally, this study 
provides promising preliminary evidence that the new AgingPlus behavioral intervention can be 
used to promote healthy aging by targeting views on aging, control beliefs, and engagement in 
physical activity. 
Contributions of the Dissertation 
 The manuscripts included in this dissertation contribute to the literature by addressing 
several current questions on the topic of subjective aging. In addition to open questions about the 
measurement, empirical status, and modification of negative views on aging, it also addressed 
questions relating to the role of AARC for health and well-being, the differential function of 




following paragraphs will situate the key findings and conclusions within the context of the 
broader subjective aging literature. 
The Associations between AARC and Health and Well-being 
Consistent with the previously established body of literature, the studies comprising this 
dissertation provided empirical evidence that AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses are associated 
with health and well-being, both of which are important indicators of successful aging. To 
provide further assurance of the associations between AARC and developmental outcomes, 
health and well-being were assessed in multiple ways throughout the three studies. Physical 
health was assessed using a well-validated and widely used measure of functional health, the 
physical health component score of the SF-36 (Chapters 2 and 3), as well as by daily diary of 
physical activity (Chapter 4). Well-being was assessed using several commonly applied 
measures of emotional and cognitive well-being, including the SF-36 mental health component 
score (Chapter 3), an established measure of depressive symptoms (Chapter 3), and a satisfaction 
with life rating scale (Chapters 2 and 3). The selection of the SF-36 reflects a particularly 
important aspect of successful aging because the component scores are a measure of the ability 
to engage in daily tasks and social roles without being limited by physical or mental health 
symptoms. Therefore, rather than simply a measure of fitness, the SF-36 indicates the extent to 
which individuals are able to remain engaged in their life activities.  
The associations between AARC and the selected developmental outcomes were in the 
expected directions. Specifically, the awareness of age-related gains was associated with better 
physical and mental functioning, whereas the awareness of age-related losses was associated 
with poorer physical and mental functioning. This pattern of findings was consistent with my 




are associated with measures of physical and mental health outcomes. Furthermore, the evidence 
reported here, particularly in Chapter 2, demonstrates that subjective aging predicts later health 
and well-being. Although a plausible expectation might be that poor health causes negative 
views on aging, the evidence reported in this dissertation is consistent with previous work 
showing that subjective aging is actually the stronger predictor of physical health than vice versa 
(e.g., Spuling et al., 2013). 
Measurement Issues in Subjective Aging and AARC 
This dissertation included the development and psychometric evaluation of a new 
questionnaire to assess the AARC construct. To address limitations of many of the existing 
subjective aging constructs, AARC was put forth as a multidimensional and highly elaborated 
approach to conceptualizing the specific behavioral experiences that make people aware of their 
own aging process. Therefore, the ability to assess AARC in a psychometrically sound way is of 
fundamental importance if it is expected to allow for a more nuanced understanding of 
individuals’ perceived aging experiences than has been possible with previously existing 
measures and concepts.  
It deserves to be mentioned that the psychometric analyses supporting a two-domain 
structure of AARC was not completely consistent with our original theoretical expectations. A 
priori, the factor structure was expected to support the five theoretically-elaborated behavioral 
domains (e.g., physical, cognitive, interpersonal, social-cognitive, and lifestyle), but the 
positive/negative valence of the items seems to be a stronger latent dimension than the actual 
domain content. The item generation process involved an intentional effort to ensure a balanced 
number of positive and negative age-related experiences, and therefore there was an equal 




Losses factors. It can be said that the factor scores were nonetheless informed in a 
multidimensional way by AARC experiences across all five behavioral domains.  
The development of the AARC-50 is one of few attempts to develop a multidimensional 
measure for subjective aging research, although two notable previous efforts deserve recognition. 
First, the Scales of Aging-Related Cognitions (AgeCog Scales; Steverink et al., 2001) were 
developed to better understand the personal experience of aging and its association with well-
being. Second, the Attitudes to Ageing Questionnaire (AAQ; Laidlaw, Power & Schmidt, 2007) 
was developed as part of the World Health Organization Quality of Life (WHOQOL) efforts and 
included multiple countries in the item generation and scale evaluation process (Laidlaw et al., 
2007). Interestingly, both AgeCog and AAQ arrived at three conceptually similar dimensions, 
which capture aspects of physical losses and decline, psycho-social losses, and views of aging as 
a time for opportunity and growth.  
The AgeCog and AAQ represent laudable and important efforts to study aging attitudes 
using a multidimensional approach. To the best of our knowledge, these were the first multi-item 
measures in the subjective aging literature to recognize both the complexity and 
multidimensionality of adults’ aging experiences. However, there are several key differences 
between the AARC questionnaire and these scales. First, there is quite a bit of conceptual 
distinction from AARC: The AgeCog and AAQ capture still more global attitudes about aging 
(e.g., Aging means to me that I continue to make plans), whereas AARC captures behavior-
specific experiences that make people aware that they are becoming older (e.g., With my 
increasing age I realize that others are treating me more respectfully). This conceptual 
distinction is evident from the low to moderate correlations found in Chapter 3 between AARC 




conceptual uniqueness between AARC and AgeCog. A second important difference between 
AARC and the AAQ and AgeCog scales is that AARC allows both gains and losses to be 
reported simultaneously in a given domain. For instance, an individual may report both an 
interpersonal loss (e.g. “I feel more dependent on the help of others”), and an interpersonal gain 
(e.g. “My friendships and relationships have become stronger”). This structure is in contrast to 
AgeCog and the AAQ which only capture interpersonal losses but not gains. A third key 
difference is that the AARC measure benefits from a highly elaborated theoretical background 
described by Diehl and Wahl (2010), which then informed the development of the measure and 
the entire psychometric work. Thus, AARC-50 questionnaire measures a construct that is rooted 
in a life-span developmental framework and recognizes key assumptions about adult 
development, such as the ability to simultaneously experience gains and losses, the possibility of 
plasticity in functioning, and the role of personal agency in the course of development. This is in 
contrast to the other two scales which did not follow a theoretical approach in the item 
generation or selection process.  
To summarize, the AARC construct represents a theoretically-grounded and conceptually 
unique contribution to subjective aging research. This dissertation described the development 
and evaluation of a multidimensional self-report questionnaire to measure AARC in a reliable 
and valid way (Chapter 2). The evidence provided in Chapter 2 laid the foundation for the use of 
the AARC-50 questionnaire in subsequent substantive studies. 
Conceptual Status of AARC within the Subjective Aging Literature 
Another notable contribution of the dissertation is the empirical evaluation of AARC 
relative to existing concepts of subjective aging. Such an empirical comparison of subjective 




recent renewed interest in the field has come an increasing variation in the conceptualization of 
subjective aging. However, it was previously not known to what extent various 
conceptualizations represented different or overlapping aspects of subjective aging. The evidence 
provided in the three manuscripts points to several conclusions. First, the scales of AARC-Gains 
and AARC-Losses represent related, yet distinct aspects of subjective aging compared to oth r 
conceptualizations, including a measure of Felt Age, the ATOA scale , the AgeCog scales, and a 
multidimensional measure of age stereotypes. Second, the assessment of subjective aging in a 
multidimensional way, as allowed by the AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses scales, explains a 
significant amount of the variance in health and well-being, over and above unidimensional 
constructs of subjective aging. Third, evidence from mediation analyses suggests a relationship 
between global and behavior-specific subjective aging. Specifically, negative global attitudes 
about aging seem to prime individuals to become aware of specific negative age-related 
experiences, and that this process has negative influences on physical function and life 
satisfaction. A fourth conclusion that can be drawn is that a behavioral intervention designed to 
change attitudes toward aging affects various subjective aging constructs somewhat differently. 
All five included measures of subjective aging (e.g., Felt Age, expectations regarding age, age 
stereotypes, AARC-Gains, and AARC-Losses) showed significant and meaningful 
improvements after adults’ participation in the intervention. However, AARC-Losses exhibited a 
longer period of time until improvements were seen. Specifically, AARC-Losses did not show 
improvement until Week 12 of the program, whereas other measures of subjective aging showed 
more immediate improvements at Week 4. This finding is not entirely surprising, as AARC 
captures behavior-specific perceived age-related losses that may not be quickly reversible. For 




(Appendix 1) reflect changes that are known from the research to be age-related (e.g., slower 
processing speed and decreased stamina), and also a common experience of many aging 
individuals. Although there is evidence that such types of functioning may be improved with 
engagement in physical activity, it likely takes longer than 4 weeks to see a noticeable change 
and to convince participants of the plasticity of their own behavior. Such a possibility would be 
one explanation for the improvement of AARC-Losses seen at Week 12, but not at Week 4. 
The Modifiability of AARC as it Relates to Health Promotion 
Chapter 4 added to the existing literature by developing and evaluating AgingPlus, a 
community-based intervention program for middle-aged and older adults to mitigate the 
detrimental impacts of negative views of subjective aging. Based on the availability of evidence, 
control beliefs and health behaviors (namely physical activity promotion) were therefore 
identified as psychological mechanisms to target via behavioral intervention in order to promote 
healthy aging. The intervention program was efficacious in promoting positive views of aging 
and higher control beliefs, and these changes were accompanied by an increase in physical 
activity. Although the study yielded evidence that each of these aspects improved, the feasibility 
study did not yet allow for an empirical test of the causal pathways from a conceptual or 
statistical standpoint. Therefore, building on this initial feasibility study, future research 
employing a randomized controlled design will focus on the testing of causal mechanisms to 
further elucidate the associations between changes in views of subjective aging and changes in a 
relevant outcome variable such as physical activity. 
Evidence supporting the modifiability of AARC can be interpreted within a theoretical 
framework considering lifespan tenets of agency and developmental plasticity (Brandtstädter, 




influencing their own development. That is, humans select environments and experiences in their 
lives, and these influences play a role in shaping all aspects of their adult development, such as 
their health, their social relationships, and their daily activities. Plasticity is a closely related 
term, which refers to the ability for the course of development to be shaped by behavioral or 
environmental forces (Baltes, 1987). The life-span framework operates within the assumption 
that human development is never completely set in stone but can, in many instances, be modified 
and optimized. There are certainly upper limits on the extent to which development can be 
shaped, however research continues to push these limits that were at one time thought to be 
relatively set. To illustrate, recent research refutes the long-held assumption that the generation 
of new neurons was impossible, and it is now widely accepted that new neurons can be generated 
as a result of lifestyle behaviors, including sustained aerobic exercise (Erickson et al., 2011). Not 
only is neurogenesis now known to be possible, but it has been documented specifically to occur 
within the hippocampus, an area of the brain that is critically important for memory and learning. 
Such a finding suggests exciting possibilities for improving cognitive function in later life 
through the use of behavioral strategies such as a physically active lifestyle. This is just one 
example of expanding knowledge on the topic of developmental plasticity that can be exploited 
for the purpose of optimizing development throughout the adult years.  
AgingPlus represents one attempt at designing a behavioral intervention to promote 
healthy aging which draws on assumptions of agency and plasticity, and is consistent with recent 
calls for motivation-based programs from leaders in the field (Nielsen & Reiss, 2012). In the 
program, individuals learn about the potential for the plasticity throughout adult development, 




aging. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, AgingPlus shows promise with regard to motivating and 
empowering adults to have a greater chance of entering later life in good health.  
The Differential Role of Positive and Negative AARC 
In contrast to the majority of subjective aging research, which has investigated positive 
and negative subjective aging as two ends of the same spectrum, the present studies examined 
positive and negative AARC as qualitatively different elements of subjective aging, permitting a 
couple of primary conclusions. First, there was an overall pattern of findings showing that 
AARC-Losses exhibited relatively stronger associations with developmental outcomes compared 
to AARC-Gains. Such a pattern was present in both Chapters 2 and 3. This finding is consistent 
with research that has examined the effect of implicit age stereotypes. For instance, in a meta-
analysis, Meisner (2012) found that the priming of negative age stereotypes exerted an almost 
three times stronger effect on behavioral performance than did the priming of positive age 
stereotypes. One plausible explanation for the primacy of negative versus positive subjective 
aging is that negative behavioral experiences are more memorable (Hummert, 2011) and have 
more of a lasting impact on individuals’ lives (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 
2001). Because negative attitudes toward aging are so prevalent throughout our society and have 
become a normative way of thinking (Lindland et al., 2015), it is likely that it is primarily the 
negative markers upon which individuals rely for evaluating their own subjective aging 
experiences.   
A second conclusion regarding the issue of valence is that positive and negative 
subjective aging appear to be differentially related to outcomes, especially to physical health 
outcomes. As shown in Chapter 3, both AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses predicted functional 




= -.37 vs. β = .08, respectively). Interestingly, though, AARC-Losses and AARC-Gains were 
quite similar in their relative predictive associations for satisfaction with life (β = -.28 and β = 
.24, respectively). This pattern of findings suggests that both positive and negative AARC are 
instrumental in both physical and mental health, but likely to different degrees. There are, to 
date, few other studies that have measured self-reported positive and negative subjective aging 
simultaneously. One exception is the use of the AgeCog scales (Steverink et al., 2001) to 
examine positive and negative subjective aging separately. Early correlational data showed that 
the physical loss scale had a relatively stronger association with measures of physical health (r = 
-.34) compared to the “ongoing development” (r = .12) dimension that represents positive 
subjective aging. However, the AgeCog scales measure only negative physical changes and only 
positive social changes. In comparison, AARC allows for the assessment of positive and 
negative perceived experiences across five behavioral domains. Therefore, the ability of the 
AARC questionnaire to differentiate between positive and negative subjective aging regardless 
of domain is a major strength. Future research is needed to further explore the differential role of 
valence-specific subjective aging. Such endeavors will help to answer questions of whether it is 
the promotion of positive subjective aging or the reduction of negative subjective aging that 
might be associated with the largest benefits to health and well-being, or whether both should be 
targeted simultaneously. 
From a theoretical standpoint, the separate assessment of AARC-Gains and AARC-
Losses is consistent with a life-span developmental approach (Baltes, 1987). Although gains tend 
to outweigh losses in childhood, adolescence and early adulthood, the balance begins to change 
in late midlife and early old age, when loss experiences are likely to increase. In later life, then, 




by influences from many life domains and represents increasing losses in physical function, 
social partners and social roles, for example. Supporting the theoretical basis, empirical evidence 
also supports a gain-loss orientation of studying adult development. For instance, research shows 
that adults of all ages have normative expectations about the gains and losses they will encounter 
throughout their adult lives, and most individuals, regardless of age, expect more losses and 
fewer gains in the later years (Heckhausen & Baltes, 1991). Furthermore, the simultaneous 
experience of gains and losses that is common in later life parallels the increasing complexity of 
emotional experiences that occur with increasing age (Carstensen, et al., 2011). Therefore, that 
the new AARC questionnaire captures subjective aging from a gains-losses perspective is 
consistent with theoretical and empirical approaches to the study of adult development and 
aging. 
What might be some implications of the qualitatively different findings between positive 
and negative AARC? It might be that positive subjective aging serves a protective role in middle 
age and later life. To be clear, it is important to note that positive subjective aging does not mean 
denying or ignoring negative experiences that are more likely to occur with increasing age, such 
as declining health, the loss of a spouse, or loss of prominent social roles. Rather, positive 
subjective aging means that individuals perceive growing older as holding new opportunities and 
new experiences, for the potential of growth and gains in at least some aspects of life, perhaps in 
strengthening relationships with friends and family members, for learning and experiencing new 
things, for sharing knowledge and experience with others. Longitudinal evidence supports this 
possibility so far, as individuals’ scores on the AgeCog ongoing development subscale have been 
shown to be associated with higher life satisfaction in the face of serious health problems (Wurm 




Gabrian, Wahl & Diehl, in press) provide evidence for the moderating role of AARC-Gains for 
the ability to preserve psychological well-being in later life. In particular, with increasing age, 
the natural tendency to perceive time as becoming limited and running out tends to be associated 
with decreased psychological well-being (Hoppman, Infurna, Ram & Gerstorf, 2015). However, 
we were able to show a buffering effect of AARC-Gains such that when individuals reported 
more perceived age-related gains, the detrimental effects of a limited future time perspective on 
psychological well-being was significantly attenuated (Brothers et al., in press). Interestingly, we 
found no corresponding effect in which AARC-Losses exacerbated the effect of a limited future 
time perspective on low psychological well-being. Thus, this study illustrates emerging evidence 
for the differential role that AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses may play in adult development.  
Considering the Role of Chronological Age as it Relates to AARC 
To what extent subjective aging and chronological aging are related has been of interest 
in the literature because of the presumed closeness of these variables. Although chronological 
age is moderately associated with various indicators of subjective aging (e.g., Kleinspehn-
Ammerlan et al., 2008), the empirical overlap nonetheless leaves much of the variance to be 
accounted for by other factors, and the increasing heterogeneity in aging trajectories means that 
chronological age becomes less accurate in predicting developmental outcomes. As a result, the 
first subjective aging constructs were articulated in an attempt to provide greater predictive and 
explanatory power than simply time since birth (Kastenbaum et al., 1972). Evidence from this 
line of research confirms that subjective evaluations of age often are more powerful in predicting 
health and longevity-related outcomes in later life than individuals’ chronological age (Kotter-




Therefore, although the primary focus of this dissertation was on the measurement, 
conceptual status and predictive role of subjective aging constructs, the manuscripts presented 
here also examined the role and status of chronological age. Using a moderated mediation model, 
Chapter 3 found that, with increasing age, AARC-Gains had a stronger beneficial effect on 
health, and AARC-Losses had a stronger detrimental effect on health. However, in Chapter 4, 
there was no evidence for a differential role of age with regard to the effects of the intervention 
program. That is, participants throughout the entire range of ages represented (53 – 82 years) 
experienced similar effects of the program on views on aging, control beliefs, and physical 
activity levels. The findings, at first glance, may seem to contradict one another. However, with 
further consideration, these findings may be easily reconciled. Although perceived negative age-
related experiences of aging appear to become a stronger risk factor for poor health in later life, it 
was also found that perceived positive age-related experiences in later life were associated with 
beneficial effects on functional health. Furthermore, that positive views of subjective aging were 
modifiable among individuals of all ages is also quite encouraging. That there were no age 
differences with regard to the efficacy of AgingPlus suggests that it is never too late to intervene 
to promote more positive views on aging, and that efforts to promote positive subjective aging 
should be directed toward adults of all ages.  
The findings regarding chronological age showed the importance of promoting positive 
subjective aging at all ages. However, there is nonetheless good reason to believe that the years 
from approximately age 40 - 60 represent a key developmental period during which individuals’ 
subjective aging experiences are shaped in crucial ways. Most commonly, the general public 
views the fourth and fifth decade of life as “over the hill,” and generally out of a person’s control 




supports this notion (Wethington, 2000). In contrast to these popular and negative views of 
aging, there is accumulating evidence suggesting that individuals and societies alike will benefit 
from adopting a view that the midlife years (roughly age 40 – 6 ) represent a unique window of 
opportunity for influencing later life development for several reasons. One reason is that age and 
aging become particularly relevant to individuals’ self and identity in midlife (Levy, 2009). This 
part of the life span is a time in which individuals are working to make sense of age-related 
experiences which later become adopted into their aging identity, and it therefore represents a 
period during which views on aging are potentially most malleable. A second reason is although 
middle-aged adults commonly have multiple responsibilities in terms of work and family, their 
levels of functioning have not yet been affected by major normative declines. Third, middle-aged 
adults are expected to have a longer time period in which to counteract the potential negative 
physical and cognitive declines that become more normative in later adulthood. Taken together, 
these assumptions suggest that midlife is a period in which subjective aging can be shaped, and 
more optimal aging trajectories can be set in motion—if individuals are inclined to engage in the 
right behaviors. 
Although the importance of considering midlife as a specific developmental period has 
been championed by Lachman and others for over a decade (e.g., Lachman, 2001; Lachman, 
2015; Whitbourne & Willis, 2006), there is still a relative scarcity of research attention to midlife 
as a unique developmental period. Only about one-third of articles in the top journals in adult 
development and aging (e.g. the Journals of Gerontology, Series B: Psychological Sciences) 
included middle-aged participants, and only about 1% focused exclusively on middle-aged 




midlife as a crucial period of development for the promotion of more positive views of aging, 
with the ultimate goal of preserving health and well-being well into late life. 
Practical Implications 
Consistent evidence emerged across the three studies to indicate that adults’ positive self-
perceptions of aging, as operationalized via the AARC-Gains scale, were associated with better 
health and well-being, and negative self-perceptions of aging, as operationalized via the AARC-
Losses scale, with poorer health and well-being. Taken together, one implication of this work 
points to the importance of maximizing gain experiences and minimizing loss experiences 
throughout adulthood. There are a multitude of ways and domains in which this can be achieved 
through programming and the development of opportunity structures which foster gain-related 
experiences in later life. AgingPlus represents just one avenue to help individuals become more 
aware of positive age-related changes they may not have otherwise have paid attention to. 
Additionally, the program aims to illuminate the benefits of perceiving the upcoming years as a 
time for opportunity and growth. It is also necessary to promote a shift in societal and cultural 
attitudes regarding what it means to grow older. Increasing opportunities for meaningful work, 
engagement in families and societies, and valued social roles will help to change the way older 
adults are perceived. Not only would such opportunities support individuals’ desire to be 
generative (Erikson, 1982), but it would also provide them with the opportunity to show that they 
can fill social roles in a constructive and productive way. Fostering volunteer and civic 
engagement opportunities within neighborhoods and communities is essential to promote a sense 
of purpose and engagement among older adults, and for making good use of years of 
accumulated experiences. One exemplary program to this effect is Experience Corps (Morrow-




neighborhood schools and consistently shows beneficial effects for older adults and youth alike 
(Rebok et al., 2014), including effects on cognitive functioning and brain health. In the 
workplace, creating training and development programs for employees of all ages and experience 
levels is essential for helping them to stay engaged and productive. Empirical evidence supports 
the idea of creating productive opportunities for older adults, as countries which have a higher 
percentage of older workers also have more positive attitudes about aging (Löckenhoff et al., 
2009). Bernice Neugarten, one of the pioneers of social gerontology, advocated for the inclusion 
of older adults within societal structures for her entire career (e.g., Neugarten, B., 1979; 
Neugarten, D., 1996), although there is still plenty of room for improvement in today’s societies.  
Conclusions 
This dissertation presented evidence for the utility of AARC as a new subjective aging 
construct. AARC is unique for several reasons, given its multidimensional, valence-based 
approach to capturing the actual behavioral experiences that make people aware of their age and 
of becoming older. As expected, AARC-Gains and AARC-Losses showed meaningful 
associations with a variety of health and well-being measures that were selected to represent 
important aspects of successful aging (e.g., Rowe & Kahn, 2015).  
The research presented in this dissertation makes three primary contributions to the 
literature. First, it reported the establishment of a psychometrically sound measurement tool of 
AARC, which is now available to use in future research efforts as a way to assess positive and 
negative subjective aging in a way previously not possible. Second, it showed that AARC 
represents conceptually and empirically unique information about individuals’ subjective aging 
experiences compared to existing subjective aging measures. Finally, it included the 




research approach represents a prime area for new research attention. As Schaie (2016) recently 
remarked, the outlook of aging research must focus on the “mechanisms which lead to slower 
rates of normal decline in successive cohorts and the retention of a higher level of function in 
greater proportions of the older population” (p. 10). The role of attitudinal and behavioral 
mechanisms, which was the focus of this dissertation, has so far been an underutilized approach 
that has the potential to improve the course of aging for individuals and societies alike (Nielsen 
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I pay more attention to my health. 5 
I pay more attention to eating healthy food. 25 
I take more time to focus on my physical shape. 29 
I pay more attention to regular physical exercise. 35 
I pay more attention to getting enough sleep. 43 
Negative 
my ability to move around has gotten worse. 7 
I have less energy. 20 
my body needs rest more often. 22 
my physical ability is not what it used to be. 27 





I have more experience and knowledge to evaluate things and people. 12 
I have more foresight. 21 
I gather more information before I make decisions. 33 
I have become wiser. 44 
I think things through more carefully. 49 
Negative 
my mental capacity is declining. 3 
I am slower in my thinking. 9 
I have a harder time concentrating. 17 
learning new things takes more time and effort. 26 








others are treating me more respectfully. 1 
I appreciate relationships and people much more. 6 
my friendships and relationships have become stronger. 19 
I am more open toward other people. 39 
my family has become more important to me. 50 
Negative 
people sometimes treat me as if I was not there. 11 
other people do things for me because they assume that I can’t do them anymore. 30 
other people are more reserved toward me. 34 
I feel more dependent on the help of others. 42 







I recognize my own needs better. 10 
I have a better sense of what is important to me. 14 
I am more grateful for the things I have. 18 
I try to be more myself. 23 
I have grown in terms of my self-confidence. 41 
Negative 
I am more anxious about the future. 4 
I think more about death and dying. 13 
I feel increasingly isolated from the world around me.  16 
I am sad more often. 24 





I have more say in setting my daily routine. 8 
I enjoy life more consciously. 15 
I have more time for the things I enjoy. 31 
I enjoy many things more intensively. 37 
I have more freedom to live my days the way I want. 40 




Domain Valence Item Text Item # 
I don’t do as many things anymore. 28 
I feel less financially secure. 32 
I have to limit my activities. 46 













INSTRUCTIONS:   This questionnaire contains statements on how a person may feel about getting older. We are 
interested in how YOU feel about getting older and what you can tell us about your own experiences. We are mostly 
interested in whether certain experiences apply to you and to what extent you can relate to them given that you may 
have experienced them yourself as the years have passed.   
 
Please read each statement carefully and answer in the following way: 
 
             Not at all      Very much 
1  2  3 4  5 
           O O O  O O 
  If a statement very much reflects your own experience, then you would fill in the circle under the number 
“5”, which stands for “Very much.”   
  If a statement does not reflect your own experience at all, then you indicate that by filling in the circle 
under the number “1”, which stands for “Not at all.”   
  If a statement reflects your experiences more than “a little bit” but less than “quite a bit,” then you should 
mark the circle under the number “3”, which stands for “Moderately.”  
 
There are no “right” or “wrong” answers to the statements on this questionnaire. We are simply interested in your 
own personal experiences and your honest opinion.  
 
 
Please read each statement carefully and then answer as spontaneously as possible.   
 
 
With my increasing age,  
I realize that … 





















… others are treating me more 
respectfully. 
O O O O O 
2 
…I need more time for everything I 
do. 
O O O O O 
3 …my mental capacity is declining. O O O O O 
4 
…I am more anxious about the 
future. 
O O O O O 





With my increasing age,  
I realize that … 





















…I appreciate relationships and 
people much more. 
O O O O O 
7 
…my ability to move around has 
gotten worse. 
O O O O O 
8 
…I have more say in setting my 
daily routine. 
O O O O O 
9 …I am slower in my thinking. O O O O O 
10 …I recognize my own needs better. O O O O O 
11 
…people sometimes treat me as if I 
was not there. 
O O O O O 
12 
…I have more experience and 
knowledge to evaluate things and 
people. 
O O O O O 
13 
…I think more about death and 
dying. 
O O O O O 
14 
…I have a better sense of what is 
important to me. 
O O O O O 
15 …I enjoy life more consciously. O O O O O 
16 
…I feel increasingly isolated from 
the world around me.  
O O O O O 
17 
…I have a harder time 
concentrating. 
O O O O O 
18 
…I am more grateful for the things I 
have. 
O O O O O 
19 
…my friendships and relationships 
have become stronger. 
O O O O O 
20 …I have less energy. O O O O O 
21 …I have more foresight. O O O O O 
22 …my body needs rest more often. O O O O O 
23 …I try to be more myself. O O O O O 
24 …I am sad more often. O O O O O 
25 
…I pay more attention to eating 
healthy food. 
O O O O O 
26 
…learning new things takes more 
time and effort. 
O O O O O 
27 
…my physical ability is not what it 
used to be. 
O O O O O 
28 
…I don’t do as many things 
anymore. 
O O O O O 
29 
…I take more time to focus on my 
physical shape. 





With my increasing age,  
I realize that … 





















…other people do things for me 
because they assume that I can’t do 
them anymore. 
O O O O O 
31 
…I have more time for the things I 
enjoy. 
O O O O O 
32 
…I feel less financially secure. 
 
O O O O O 
33 
…I gather more information before I 
make decisions. 
O O O O O 
34 
…other people are more reserved 
toward me. 
O O O O O 
35 
…I pay more attention to regular 
physical exercise. 
O O O O O 
36 
…I have more aches and pains in my 
body. 
O O O O O 
37 
…I enjoy many things more 
intensively. 
O O O O O 
38 …I am more forgetful. O O O O O 
39 
…I am more open toward other 
people. 
O O O O O 
40 
…I have more freedom to live my 
days the way I want. 
O O O O O 
41 
…I have grown in terms of my self-
confidence. 
O O O O O 
42 
…I feel more dependent on the help 
of others. 
O O O O O 
43 
…I pay more attention to getting 
enough sleep. 
O O O O O 
44 …I have become wiser. O O O O O 
45 
…others are treating me with less 
patience. 
O O O O O 
46 …I have to limit my activities. O O O O O 
47 …I find it harder to motivate myself. O O O O O 
48 
…I am concerned what will happen 
once I can no longer do certain 
things.  
O O O O O 
49 
…I think things through more 
carefully. 
O O O O O 
50 
…my family has become more 
important to me. 
O O O O O 
 




Created by Brothers, A., Miche, M. Wahl, H.-W., Diehl, M. 2014. 
/* Notes: Use mean substitution for scales with less than 20% missing data. 
 
COMPUTE PP= SUM.5(aarc5, aarc25,aarc29,aarc35,aarc43). 
EXECUTE. 
 
COMPUTE PN= SUM.5(aarc7, aarc20,aarc22,aarc27,aarc36). 
EXECUTE. 
 
COMPUTE CP= SUM.5(aarc12, aarc21,aarc33,aarc44,aarc49). 
EXECUTE. 
 
COMPUTE CN= SUM.5(aarc3, aarc9,aarc17,aarc26,aarc38). 
EXECUTE. 
 
COMPUTE IP= SUM.5(aarc1, aarc6,aarc19,aarc39,aarc50). 
EXECUTE. 
 
COMPUTE IN= SUM.5(aarc11, aarc30,aarc34,aarc42,aarc45). 
EXECUTE. 
 
COMPUTE SP0= SUM.5(aarc10, aarc14,aarc18,aarc23,aarc41). 
EXECUTE. 
 
COMPUTE SN= SUM.5(aarc4, aarc13,aarc16,aarc24,aarc47). 
EXECUTE. 
 
COMPUTE LP= SUM.5(aarc8, aarc15,aarc31,aarc37,aarc40). 
EXECUTE. 
 
COMPUTE LN= SUM.5(aarc2, aarc28,aarc32,aarc46,aarc48). 
EXECUTE. 
 




COMPUTE LOSS=SUM.25(aarc7, aarc20,aarc22,aarc27,aarc36,aarc3, aarc9,aarc17,aarc26,aarc38,aarc11, 
aarc30,aarc34,aarc42,aarc45,aarc4, aarc13,aarc16,aarc24,aarc47,aarc2, aarc28,aarc32,aarc46,aarc48). 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
 
